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ABSTRACT

The Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFACENGCCCM)

Command Manaea,ent Guidance fcr FY-84 identified the nce

for an alternative to the twenty year old DOD-specified
vehicle replacement criteria (age and mileage). This thesis

identifies a model wbich structures the replacement decision
as an examination of the economic Dalance between average

annual costs cf ownership and operation. The mcdel is
suggested fcr dynamic application in determining the optimal

service lives of various vehicle types for fleet-wide

replacement programming. It is also recommended as a tool
for activity level transportation managers, since it

provides a means to examine and compare the economic ccnse-

guences cf management policies and practices. Its practi-
cality for this application is enhanced by the possibility

that if implemented via the computer medium, it cculd be

integrated with the electronic record keeping capability for
public ucrks transportation management currently heing

provided by NAVFACENGCOM's Project BEST.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. EF REED FOR A NEU VEHICLE REPLACMENT POLICY

She baval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFACENGCCM)

has respcnsibility in determining reiuirements, prccuring,

and assigning a family of equipment commonly reierred to as

Civil Engineering SuErort Equirment (CESE). This includes

automotive vehicles, construction, railway, firefighting,

and mcbile %eight hardling equipment. Because these equip-

ment have, for all practical purposes, finite lives, peri-

odic replacement is required. In recent years the

replacement of the Navy's CESE has suffered from a lack of

support by Office of the Chief of Naval Operations (CFNAV)

sponscrs during the Navy's programming phase cf the

Department cf Defense (DOD) Plannir., Programming, and

Fudgeting System. Ihis has resulted in the procuremaent ol

CESE at levels less than those recommended, extended the

required life of this equipment beyond the current life

expectancy criteria, and possibly driven the operating and

maintenance funding requirements higher than anticipated.

In order to obtain long term dollar commitments by CPNAV
sponsors, the Ccmmander of NAVFACENGCOM has delineated the

need for ".... developing a new, salable, and effective basis

for the CESE replacement program, other than the 'overa~e'

criteria currently used" [Ref. 1: p. 8].

Additional emphasis in this area was rovided by a

NAVFACENC-COM Inspector General (IG) audit performed at the

Naval Construction Battalion Center, Port Huereme,
Cdlifcrria in September 1983. Recommendation 83-215

proposed that the Civil Engineer Support Office (CESO), the

organizaticn within NAVFACENGCOM responsible for ccordina-

tion cf CESE replacement programming,

-",



....ir ccnjunction with NAVFACENGCOII jCodes 06, Deputy
Commander or Military headiness (StABEES) and 10,
Assistant Commander for Facilities and Transiortationl,
exilore the feasibility of developing a life cycle
management model for autcmotive, construction, and
special handling eguipment that would include readiness
factors, maintenance costs, retention, overage, acquisi-
tion ccsts, emergent technology and other variables as
appropriate. [Ref. 2]

"be primary objective of transportation management

within the DOD is to provide optimum responsiveness, effi-

ciency, and economy in support oi the DOD missicn.
NAVFACENGCOM's interest in the development of a new basis

for CESE replacement is to be able to clearly illustrate to

the OPNAV sponsors, as well as others concerned, that

failure to replace an equipment asset at the completicn cf

its econcmic life will result in the use of excessive
amounts of operating and maintenance tunds by activities to

allow fcr the asset's continued operation. Because the

quantity of transpcrtation ejuipment available to each

activity, identified as its "allowance", is initially estab-

lished and thereafter annually reviewed and validated based

on approved justifiable requirements, the activity must fund

the cerating and maintenance costs necessary to keep the

asset functional in crder to maintain its availability for

mission support. Not only is it possible that these costs

become uneconomical cver time due to increased maintenance

and repair requirements, the level of responsiveness that

can be achieved with this asset may be severely diminished

due tc an increase in downtime as it ages. This can result

in a degradation cf the activity's mission readiness

capabilities.

B. TEE REP ACERENT rECISION

Simply stated, the objective of any replacement policy

is to oltimize the economic conseqlences of owning and

10



operating an asset while maintaining established performance

and safety requirements. For transportation eiuipmert the

basic costs entering into the e~uation in both the public

and frivate sectors are the fixed cost of actuisiticr and

the variable costs of operations, maintenance, and repairs.

"cr commercial enterprises, other factors such as the

cost of insurance, tic influence of advertising, tax consid-

erations, trade-in values, and an asset's contribution to

the generation of revenue in many cases also influence the

replacement decision. Clingman states:

.... frcm a financial viewpoint, a company should drive
its cars as long as they are operable because the equip-
ment annual cost becomes less the longer the car Is
driven. However, employee morale corporate image and
prestige, employee safetyE reliability, and driver time
lost due to excessive maintenance would rule out this
2ossibility for most companies. Therefore, trade-in
aecisicns are based on intangibles or difficult-to-
quantify considerations as listed above. [Ref. 3)

Safety, reliability, and image, in terms of "pride and

professicralism", are also of concern to the Navy, tut

status generally is not, as evidenced by the fact that most

equipment is of a factory standard color and contains only

zinimum amenities. The Navy, like many commercial enter-

prises, has formally established replacement criteria for

CESE. 7hough a vehicle may meet the replacement criteria,

this does nct ensure that it will be automatically or imme-

diately replaced. As a practical matter, there is only one

annual procurement cycle after approval of the budget and

release of the appropriations. If insufficient funds are

programmed and/or budgeted to replace all eligible assets,

some veLicles will not be replaced. When this happens, an

activity must coordinate with its Transportation Equipment

Management Center (TEfC), in order to determine which of the

eligible assets will actually he replaced.

11



Um1C's are organizations established to accomplish

assigned centralized technical responsibilities for the

trans~ortation equirsent program in administering the

assignment, replacement, and disposal of transpcrtation

eguipment, and Eroviding technical. advice and assistance in

its maintenance and utilization. In the case of an

inability tc replace all eligible vehicles, the TENC will

determine the order cf priority in which assets from each of

its activities will te replaced.

C. SCCPE OF THE STUEL

.his study explores the feasibility of implementing
p.- within the Navy's fleet management systems an economic rased

model for use in vehicle replacement decision-making. It is

*I intended that this model would be used primarily by activity

transportation managers as a basis for justifying their

* - replacement requirements to their respective TEMC's.

Consolidation of these requirements could then be passed up

,. the programming chain-of command for use by the TFIC's to

NAFACENGCOM, to the OPNAV sponsors, and to Congress. In

order to facilitate its use, the model must be underztand-

able to those field level managers, yet be comprehensive

enough to he used as a basis of documentation for the

programming process to illustrate the ramifications of

varying levels of transportation equipment procurement uporn

operations and maintenance funding and mission readiness.

Additionally, this study investigates the merits of the

use of static estallished age and mileage criteria as

currently employed, versus the merits ol a dynamic, continu-

ally evclving process for vehicle replacement. It is

hypothesized that although, through a centralized procure-

ment system, a vehicle's acquisition cost is e ual to all

other like vehicles procured in a particular year, the

12



current, consistently applied replacement policy may nct be

; the mcst ccst effective. This is due to differing lator

rates and weather/environmental conditions in various

regicns cf the country which impact upon a vehicle's cper-

ating and zaintenance costs.

his study is limited in scope to an examination of

administrative use vehicles which comprise approximately 621K

cf the total CESE fleet and, in particular, to sedans,

staticn wagons, and 1/4 to 3/4 ton pickup trucks which

constitute approximately 77! of the administrative vehicld

fleet.

An administrative use vehicle is defined as "....a motor

vehicle, usually of ccmmercial design, assigned on the hasis

of formal authorizaticn documents, to provide transportation

support of an installation/activitj." To provide further

ciarificaticn of this definition, a commercially designed

vehicle is "a vehicle designed to meet civilian requireaents

and used without majcr modifications by DOD activities for

routine purposes in connection with the transportation of

supplies, personnel, cr equipment." [Ref. 4: p. A-i]

1
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IT. BACKGROUND

A. ORIGIN OF CURRENT DOD REPLACEMENT POLICY

The current DOD Eclicy for the management, acguisition,

and use cf motor vehicles establishes the standard replace-

ment criteria for ccimercially designed vehicles. These

criteria are based on age and accumulated mileage variatles,

and also direct DOD components on the calculation and use of

one-time repair limits. [Ref. 4: p. 12-5]

Frcm authority vested by published instructions of the
Secretary of the Navy, the Chief of Naval Operations and the

Chief cf Naval 3aterial, NAVFACEiNGCO' has technical respon-

sibility for the administration, operation and procurement

cf transportation equipment for the Navy. NAVFACEhGCOM has

*. provided guidelines for the management of this equipment

[Ref. 5], which include the criteria for replacement in

terms of the DOD age and accumulated mileage variables as

well as the factors for the computation of cost repair

limits. Sedans, station wagons and 1/4 to 3/4 ton pickup

" trucks are eligible for replacement when one of the

following criteria has been met: (1) six years of age, (2)

accumulaticn of 72,3C0 miles, or (3) when the one time cost

cf repairs exceeds 50 percent of the present replacement
value of the vehicle as determined from the computation

factors shown in Table I [Ref. 5: p. 10-1]. The present

replacement value of a four year old vehicle, for example,

is considered to be 42% of the current acquisiticn cost.

One time repairs are limited to 50% of thic? amount.

The current criteria for vehicle replacement originated

as the result of a study during the early 1960's of vehicle

repair and replacement policy by staff members of the Office

14-
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I COMPUTATION FACTORS FOR REPLACEMENT VALUES

I Age in Years 1 2 3 4 5 61
Peqetu e75 6 53 42 31 20

Beflacement Cost

of Assistant Secretary of Defense, assisted by transpcrta-

tion representatives cf the military services. Analysis of

data from both the Government and private industry demon-

strated that for each mile of vehicle use, a definite

percentage of wear resulted under liven operating conditicns

and maintenance procedures. It was therefore concluded that

the interests of economy and efficiency could best be served

by adcpting an ob ective for planned replacement when

certain mileage or ccndition factors (age or one time repair

- :cost) were met. [Ref. 6: p. 44]

* Prior to the establishment of these criteria vehicles

were replaced when am inspector judged that a vehicle was

worn cut and worthy of replacement [Ref. 7: p. 3).

B. THEOPETICAL REPLICEMENT MODELS

As an initial approach to the search for new replacement

criteria, consideration was given. to wAat the thecretical

literature on replacement in general Ids to offer. It was

reasoned that only through knowledge of what is available in

theory, could a replacement model be idJentified or develoied

for practical application.

As summarized by Douglas, modern replacement theory

*began in 1923 with J. S. Taylor's theory of optimizing

15



economic life by minimizing the unit cost of output. Harold

'iotelling simplified the process by the use of cc~tiruous
functions shortly thereafter, ard in 1940, Dr. G. A. D.

Preinreich advanced the theory that the immediate replace-

ment decision was influenced by an infinite chain cf

successor replacements. George Terborgh, in 1949, put forth

the idea of an "inferiority gradient"; a means by which the

inferiority of an existing machine could be guantitativcly

measured against the relative superiority of a new potential
replacement. In 1952, Dr. A. A. Alchain promoted in Rind

Report E-224 the use of exponential curves to represent the

tehavior of input variables, iacilitating an analog comr:ter
soluticn to the problem [Ref. 8: pp. 69-74, 101)

Subsequent writings have taken varied approaches to

solving the replacement question: probabilistic or deter-

ministic, continuous or discrete. Howard [Ref. 9: pp.

54-59, 89-91], for example, devised a system of analysis

termed the "Policy-Iteration Method" which structures the

problem as a "larkovian chain decision. Douglas himself used

Alchain's work as a tasis for his examination of replacement

timing for profit zaximization in construction equipment

operations. lie too used exponential eluations to mcdel the
forms various revenues and costs may take, but additionally

allowed for the effects of taxes, inflation and variaticns

in interest rates [Ref. 8: p. 75]. The final form of his
computer-lased model accepts as many as seventy variaules
and utilizes thirty-three equations [Ref. 10: p. 17].

C. RIVIEW OF EPIRICAL STUDIES

To determine how equipment replacement theory has been

applied to real-world situations, a literature search was

conducted to determine how empirical studies have approached

the investigation of the replacement Suestion and what

16
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findings resulted. Highlights of several which jertain

specifically to the validity of criteria applied within DOD

are irovided below. Additionally, a General Accounting

Office (GAO) report cn the replacement of General Services

Administration (GSA) sedans is examined since similar

criteria are used for these vehicles.

The inclusion of these studies is thought to be benefi-

cial in that it may help to ac.iuaint the reader with the

setting in which replacement decisions are made. Also, it

is instructive to consider the various findings in that
significantly different answers have been found to essen-

tially tie same question. No assessment is made as to the

legitimacy of any particular approach or the validity of any

findings. However, comment will be made subsequently

regarding conclusions which may be drawn by considering

these studies as a group.

1. LARCOM Studs

This study [Bef. 11], completed in 1979, was commis-

sioned ky the Army's Developmert and Readiness Command

(DARCCM) specifically to provide an update of the

DOD-specified age and mileage criteria for administrative

use vehicles. Statistical techniques of regression analysis

were applied to summary maintenance data from major Army

commands. Additionally, a special data collection ef.ccrt

covering six installations was used to collect some data

items not included in the summary statistics. The data

included direct labor man-hours, direct maintenance costs

(direct lator and direct materials), vehicle shop days,

miles driven per year and age in years.

Scme general observations res-alting from the data

analyses were:

a. The average number of maiutenance man-hours and

costs increase up to the eventh year, then remain constant

17
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or decline through the tenth year. The hipotheses rosed to

explain these constant or declining trends were that thev

resulted from the application of the one-time repair expen-

ditare limits to older vehicles, or iroa deferring mainte-

nance on vehicles as they approached the time of their

scheduled replacement. S3nce one objective of the study was

to determine new criteria, removal oz any Dias in the data

caused by applicaticn of the existing criteria was deemed

necessary. This was accomplished by omitting the data zor

very old vehicles, and extending the previous rising linear

trend through the later years. This trend was considered to

provide a better estizator under changing policies for costs

to operate older vehicles.

Another discovery from the analysis of data for

maintenance concerned the effect of the intensity of usage

during a period. It was determined that higher usage over a
year's time resulted in correspondingly higher mainterance

requirements.

b. It was reported that over at least the first

nine years of a vehicle's life, no significant increase in

shop days as age increased could be detected. Irrespective

of the observation that shop days seemed to remain stable

the study cautioned that an increase as a vehicle ages

remained a possibility, resulting in a need to establish a

service life lower than the established economic life. w4hen

establishing the economic lives of the ten types of vehicles

for which adeguate data were available, no account was given

in this study to any penalty (opportunity cost etc.) for

lost availability due to time in the shop. Should an

increase in shop days in reality occur, the inclusicn of

such a penalty charge based on increasing downtime would

drive the service life even lower.

%ith the caution that the effects of the one-time

repair expenditure lizit on yearly average lives could not

18
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le predicted, new vehicle economic lives based on the study

results %ere presented as shown in Table II . While the

results were reported to provide a good basis for fleet cost

prediction, they were not claimed to be a good individual

vehicle cost predictcrs.

The recommendation was made that an adoption of the

extended vehicle lives should be accompanied by an adc~tior.

of a new method for calculating repair expenditure limits,

also developed as part of the study. Since these limits

would lead to the replacement of some vehicles before the

expiraticn cf their ccmputed economic lives, further study

would he reguired to determine the effect these limits would

have cn total fleet replacement policy.

2. Beidy and Schneider Studi

!his 1974 master's thesis [Ref. 12] set out to

examine the validity of the DOD age/mileage re~lacement

criteria, focusing cn light sedans, station wagons and

pickup trucks. The initial tack taken was to poll various

commercial companies and governmental agencies to determine

what Frocedures, analyses, variables and factors they used

to decide when to rellace a vehicle. Included were agencies

of federal and local governments, auto manufacturers,

leasing and fleet management companies, utilities, taxi

operatcrs and research organizations.

It was found that age and mileage criteria were the

ones most consistently used by the organizations polled, and

the ones most freguently stated explicitly as the bases for

at least a quasi-formai policy. To varying degrees,

replacement decisions were also found to have been influ-

enced by maintenance and operating costs, and by downtime

and obsclescence. Criteria based on these factors were

generally not spelled out in the form of a formal policy,

but were only subjectively applied as the decision-makeL

deemed appropriate tc the situation.
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Age and mileage were major considerations for

leasing and fleet maragement organizations, but were applied

more in view of currency of bcdy styles or physical aEptar-

ance than in regard to simply minimizing ownership and cper-

ating costs. While a governmental agency would be concerned

iL minimizing costs, these organizations were influenced in

their decisions by a vehicle's continued ability to maintain

consumer appeal and offset costs by generating profits.

hus, the economic decision to replace was made at a joint

sooner than if costs alone were considered.

Iwo commercial activities, Eastern Air Lines and
Bell labcratories, were reiorted to have been develcping

scientific, computer-based decision models and information

systems for vehicle management. Efforts as part of the

research for this thesis to determine the present status of
those systems found that the Operations Analysis

Applications Group of Bell Labs, the group responsible for

designing that company's system, has apparently been

disbanded. Attempts to determine if the Bell Labs model was

put to tse were unsuccessful. Contact with the office

responsible for ground transportation replacement at Eastern

Air Lines indicated that no computer-based system is ncw in

use (or for that matter, even known to exist). As in the

past, target ages for replacement of various vehicle types

are used as a rule of thumb. A decision to replace an indi-

vidual vehicle sconer or later than the target age for that

particular type is subjectively made, based gererally on

that vehicle's conformance to cost norms.

After finding the replacement criteria used by

commercial and other governmental agencies to be generally

the same as, or no better than, those of the Air Force (thus

DOD as a whole), Reidy and Schneider turned to the applica-

tion of regression analysis of historical vehicle data from

two cf that agency's commands, to determine if the LOD

criteria were valid.
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For the groups of vehicles exaained, it was repcrted

that vehicle age was not a statistically significant

predictcr .cr cost per mile to operate, or for direct lakor

* maintenarce manhcurs required. Further, there was no indi-

. cation that out-of-cczmission rates or down-for-parts rates

increased significantly once a vehicle exceeded six years of

age. Scme statistical significance was said to have been

found only in an increase in direct labor maintenance man-

hours fcr vehicles driven in excess of 72,000 miles.

3. GAO Studv

Shis 1979 study [Ref. 13] examined the 30+ year old

GSA criteria specifying replacement of sedans upon reaching

six years of age or 60,000 miles of usage. These criteria

were applicable to tie 42,000 sedans in the GSA interagency

motor coi and, by regulation, to the 22,000 other sedans

cperated hy other federal civilian agencies.

The study ccnsidered the costs of depreciation,

preparation (upon acquisition), selling (upon disposal),

maintenance, repair and interest on capitalization. Several

methods ot analysis were applied under various assumjticns

- to evaluate replacement cycles of from one to six years.

The results showed that a one-year cycle provided the lcwest

annual ccst option. This was believed to be the case

because maintenance costs were thought to be lowest durinj

the first year of operation. Also, the large depreciation

in a vehicle's resale value normally expected during the

first year tends to te offset somewhat in the government's

case by lower purchase prices resulting from hulk buys.

In a summary cf previous reports, it was noted that

shortened replacement cycles of between one and four years

had teen recommended by ten GSA or GAO studies ccnducted

since 195.4, including four conducted during the 1970's. It

is interesting to ncte that while all agreed that the

22
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six-year cycle was too long, there apparently was no

consensus as to what the ecoromic replacement cycle should

be. Alsc noteworthy is that while this 1979 GAO studj
concluded that a one-year cycle would be the most eccncm-

ical, the second most economicai choice would be a four-year

cycle under most assumptions. Therefore, if the vehicles

were not replaced at the end of the first year, it would be

most economical to then wait until the end of the fcurth

year for reilacement.

4. Brooks and Bulen Study

This 1969 master's thesis [Ref. 14] was initiated to

study the validity of a then-proposed change in the applica-

tion of age and mileage criteria by the Department of the

Air Fcrce. Previously, exceeding the maximum a.ge or tae

maximum nileage had signaled the point at which a vehicle

was due to be replaced. The proposed change was for bcth

criteria to be exceeded before a replacement action could be

initiated. The study intended to determine if combinaticns

of less than the maximums of both criteria could provide

economic justificaticn for replacement decisions.

Considering vehicle acguisition and repair costs ioz

cne major Air Force ccmmand, regression analysis was apyiaed
to determine the poirt at which the average total cost of

cwnershii was minimi2ed, at which time a vehicle's econozic

life was considered to have been reached. This point, as

determined in the study, is shown in Table III for the six

vehicle types considered. In addition to determining

economic life based cn age or mileage, a regression equation

was developed for each vehicle type. Including both vari-

ables, this erquation was intended to be used to determine

the eccncmic replacesent point for various combinations of

those variables.
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5. Fieslinq Studs

This 1980 master's thesis [Ref. 15] sought tc to

determine the econosic life cf Navy sedans using average

depreciaticn, operating and maintenance costs reported by

the Hertz Corporation and the Department of Transportation,

adjusted to better reflect Navy experience. It conCluded

that average costs tc own and operate au automobile would

decrease through the sixth year of ownership. At that time,

major maintenance would te required to recondition the

vehicle. Thereafter, average costs would continue to

decline at least thrcugh the tenth year.

from this, it was surmised that the sixth year oC

cwnershiF represented a logical point at which to evaluate

the replacement decision. Ii the vehicle was in relatively

good shape wit|i respect to condition, safety and reli-

ability, it should receive the major maintenance and be

retained through the tenth year. If not, it should be imwe-

diately replaced.

6. Flunqle Studi

This 1969 master's thesis [Ref. 7] was initiated to

determine loth the economic life of the Navy's fleet of

pickuF trucks and the proper criteria for one-time repair

expense lisitations. It was based on historical Navy and

GSA data for acguisition costs, maintenance expenses and

downtime. "Truck Blue Book" values were used to estimate

the expected loss of salvage value of a truck. Through

analysis, a rising linear trend with respect to age was

found tc clcsely approximate the expected maintenance costs

through about seven years of operation. A rising linear

trend with a high correlation was also found for downtime

rates through at least twelve years.
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Based on these trends, the economic life of a pickup

truck was determined under varying assumptions of expense

rates (maintenance), salvage values and interest on capital-

izaticn. The results for combinations of these assumptions

varied between econoxic lives of one and nine years. !he

effect of salvage values was the most drazatic, changing the

decisicn pcint by as much as seven years (a longer cycle

being associated with using a "no salvage" assumption versus

"Truck Blue Book" salvage values).

Under the combination of assumptions considered in

the study as most likely to approximate the Navy's situation

("no salvage" case, 5% discount rate, linearly risin3 main-
tenance expenses), a seven-year replacement cycle was found

to be oitimal. Based on the data and calculations, the

diLference between this cycle and the specified six-year

cycle represented an additional cost per vehicle of $7 per

year. Between cycles of from six to nine years, the widest

difference resulted in an additional cost of less than $10.

This irdicated that decision-makers could have a relatively

wide latitude in making the replacement decision without

significant economic consequences.

.6
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I. REPLACEMENT MODL FOR NAVY !,ICLEs

A. INFLUENCE OF ENPIBICAL STUDIES

The preceding chapter highligated the approaches taken

and conclusions reacted in some previous studies of the

replacement guestion. Several used summary vehicle cost

data to analyze tie validity of replacement criteria.

Cthers incorporated an effort to collect detailed data from

various sources. With the exception of the GAO study of GSA

sedans, they all considered the validity of the

DOD-srecified criteria, for example, replacement after six

years of age or 72,0CO miles of use for sedans and pickup

trucks.

All studies reached some conclusion regarding the legit-

imacy of these criteria, but there was little consistency

among them. Some said the DOD criteria required replacement

of vehicles too soon, others said too late, and still others

said the DOD criteria were about right. Since the vari-

ability of the conclusions seem somewhat curious, closer

examination of some jossibilities that may account for the

variations is necessary.

1. Timing Differences Between Studies

The studies used data from periods as early as the

mid- 1S60's, through periods as late as the latter-1970's.

P ith such a range in time, variations in costs would, of

course, result from a continuing inflationary trend.

However it is the relative variation in costs within a

replacement model wlich determines the outcome of the

replacement decision; the balance between the costs of

cwnershir ard the costs of operation which may not vary in

direct relation with cne anoth'er.
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Ilungle reported that in the years 1961-1969, the

purchase price of Navy pickup trucks varied by only $ 20,

and even dropped in some years (Ref. 7: p. 15]. Th is

cccured irrespective cf an overall increase in the national

consumer price index of about 10%. Reidy and Schneider

reported that for the city of San Francisco, during the

early 1970', the purchase price of vehicles had increased

70% over a period of several years waile the wages of main-

tenance mechanics had increased 143% [Ref. 12: p. 72]. She

purpose in citing these observations is to illustrate that

the econcmics of the model may or may not conform to

economic conditions in general, and that they can vary

significantly within the model.

Differences in timing may have come into play in

leading the various studies to differing conclusions, of

which any may have been valid for the time. However, the

fact that the replacement question will be influenced

continually by varicus and changing factors should condemn

the application of static criteria.

2. Cost Exerience Differences Between Aqencies

. f hough DOD replacement criteria are specitied for

use by all service ccmponents, the services are given flexi-

bility in establishirg vehicle maintenance staffing levels
and Erocedures. This has led, however, in some cases to

significant differences between the services in the manage-

ment cf their vehicle fleets. A recent GAO report [Ref. 16:

pp. 2-3] stated that one service's staffing methods result

in a personnel-to-vehicle ratio almost twice that resulting

from the standards of another service.

Differences such as this could have easily led to

varying conclusions being reached by the different studies.

Due to the separability of the services' missions and

requirements, no inference is drawn herein that they should

28
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he constrained to fcllow identical policies. However, a

criticism may be appiied against the economic soundness of

specifying service-wide criteria which ignore the variaticns

which exist.

" Differences in Model IDPuts and Form

bhere was some variation within the studies

regarding the types cf cost data considered in the analyses.

Where one may have included administrative costs associated

with vehicle procurements, another did not. One may have

imputed some cost for downtime impact while another consid-

ered only directly measurable costs. In many cas 4s, legiti-

mate costs zay have teen ignored due to inaccessibility of

data, either because the data were not in a form which

allowed the costs tc be determined or they were not avail-

able at all. By a study ignoring one or more of the data

items influencing the replacement decision, a bias would

have been introduced into the results of that study's anal-

ysis, its magnitude depending cn the relative influence of

the item.

Another possitle cause of variation in the results

of the studies would be differences iL the form of the
models used to determine the validity of the DOD criteria.

An analysis of these differences is not made herein.

However, it is worth noting that the studies were for the

most part similar in that replacement decisions were related

to deteriinations of long-run mini aum average total costs.

From this discussion of differences between findings

in the previous studies, some conclusions may be drawn which

should serve as guides for any replacement model applied

within the Navy envircnment.

The changing economics of the replacement issue

requires the dynamic application of a decision model; that

is, it shculd be applied on a continuing basis so that
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criteria may be updated whenever the balance between cper-

ating costs and owneiship costs shifts significantly. To

restrict replacement decisions to static criteria is to

ignore the influences of an ever-changing world. Also, the

criteria should not be forced to serve applications for

-i which they are inappicpriate. To apply them to too broad an

environment is to igncre the unigue economics of the varicus

situations which may exist.

If the correct conclusions are to be drawn frci the

model, the input data must include all costs which will

influence the replacement decision. The literature is

consistent in stating that input data must be accurate if

the right decision is to te reached. Failing to include

some cost for the izpact of downtime, for kxample, could

have si~nificant conseguences. The services have set goals

for downtime not to exceed 10%, and even at this rate a
.'. vehicle will be out of service for more than one month in a

year. Consider the mission impact when downtime, as

reported for an activity of one service, reached 33% during

cne month.

At the outset of this research effort, intentions
had been to follow the same course as the previous studies.

This approach would have seen large amounts of vehicle data

assembled, to which regression and other techniques of anal-

ysis would have been applied. This effort would have led to

N the determination of new replacement criteria which could

have then been compared to the DOD standards. Two obstacles
stood in the way of this approach.

First, cost records at activity or higher levels are

kept in neither tie detail necessary nor in the form

required to have alloued this effort to be completed within

V the time available. Second, it became apparent as more
insight into the subject was gained that any new criteria

which may have teen determined would have been valid only

for a particular moment in time.
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If any one troad criticism may be aimed at the

outcce of studies which previously have developed new age

and mileage criteria, it is that these criteria are only the

product cf the data available at the time the studies were

conducted. These revised criteria are as locked in the past

as axe tie current DCL-specified criteria. The authors of
the studies themselves frequently recognized this to le so,

and reccirmended that systems be established whereby criteria

would continually be examined and updated. Where any one

set cf criteria may have been valid in its time, its appli-

cability to the econcmics of today or those of tomorrow is

questionable.

This is not to say that one set may not yet be

appropriate for use in today's world, and another in tcmcr-

row's. It is certain, though, that all cannot legitimately

coexist, so the question remains: which can you rely uion

for the correct decision? The path to the answer leads to

the necessity foz a replacement decision model which can be

applied in a dynamic environment.

E. CCNSIDERATIONS AIL PROPOSAL FOR A MODEL

Numerous literature zources exist today which deal in

one form or another with the replacement (uestion. Many of

these exist within the fields of engineering economics and

operations research. The methods offered by these sources

for structuring replacement decisions are frequently ;uite

elaborate, some relying on the establishment of probability

predictions of equi,-ent cost characteristics to guide the

decisicn-maker.

When in the face of existirg theory the selection of a

practical model for Navy vehicle fleet managers was consid-

ered for this thesis, procedures based on the use of contin-

uous functions were believed to be impractical. While
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possibli appealing tkeoretically, they were thought to be

conceptually too cozplex to be widely understood and as a

result, would find little continuing practical applicaticn.

A model which measures inputs an'd reports outputs in

discrete forms would seem more appealing due to a promise of

more ready acceptance. To the extent that a discrete model

satisfies those characteristics reluired to give a model

credibility, it would therefore hold an advantage.

Ancther choice regarding the form of a model is whether

it is prokabilistic cr deterministic. With either, the

quality cf the output will depend upon the quality of the

required input data available. As discussed subseguentiy,

current availability cf data in the format necessary for the

emplcyment of an ecorcmic model is a problem. Given that a

deterministic model is otherwise valid, it would appear to

he more appropriate in this case since the data reguirements

oi a ;rotabilistic mcdel would be more severe. In any case,

probabilistic elements could subsequently be introduced into
a deterministic model as necessary data became available.

In 149, George Terborgh, writing on behalf of the

Machine and Allied Products Institute, gave a detailed

accounting cf the eguipment replacement problem. Ir his

work, "Dynamic Equiinent Policy" [Ref. 17], he employel a

model based on the ccnversicn of periodic costs into uniform

annual eeuivalents, or periodic average costs, to facilitate

analyses and comiparisons. As structured by Terborgh, the

model is kcth deterainistic and discrete in nature. The

principle u.on which it is based, use of discounted cash

flow methods to determine average annual costs, is well

grounded in replacement theory; indeed, Terborgh's work

serves as a basis for much of the theory existing today.

The function of the model is to compute time-adjusted
averages foz combined ownership (capital) costs and opera-

tion (ojerating and saintenance) costs. These averages are
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computed for any period by first finding the present value

cf all costs through that period. The second steF is to

determine ar annuity amouit (assumin, dnnual periods) which,

if paid each period through the period in question, would

"" -yield a iresent value ejual to that calculated usiny the
actual ccsts. The use of averages smooths out the effects

cf timing cn cash flows, and allows the consequences of

retaining a machine for varying periods to be more readily

known.

In ccmparison with other methodoiogies available, that

employed by Terborgh seems well-suited to the Navy's needs

since it maintains the simplicity necessary for Fractical

application, yet remains theoretically sound. The remainder

cf this chapter describes the structure of the methcdclogy

in Terborgh's model, and discusses the model's suitability

within the context of the reguirements expected of a cred-

ible model.

C. SMBUCTURE OF THE EODEL

Using hypothetical vehicle cost data, Tables IV, V, and

VI provide a "spreadsheet" format to demonstrate the methcd-

clogy esployed by Terborgh for converting actual periodic

costs into Feriodic (or annual) average costs. Table IV
concerns itself with operating and maintenance-type ccsts,

while Table V addresses ownersnip costs: acquisition

capital (in this example a $10,000 purchase price) and costs

associated with maintaining that capital thereafter. lat1e

VI ccmbines the data from the previous two tables in

addressing total costs (Note: the tables contain scme

slight rcunding errors).

In Table IV, Cclumn (Col) OM2 represents in currEnt

dollars the amount of the hypothetical operating and mainte-

nance ccsts incurred in each period. By multiplying a
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period's cost by its correlated present value factor (Col

CM3), these costs axe converted in Col 014 into present

value eguivalents (all costs in "Period 0" terms) recCn-

ciling cash flows frcm different time periods with one

arother. By cumulating these adjusted costs in Col Oi5, a
present value fcr all cash flows through the period indi-

cated is obtained.

By then dividing these amounts b" the annuity factors in

Col C116, annual average costs in current dollars through the

various periods are determined as shown in Col 0M7. This

means, for example, that the actual cash flow amounts for

operating and maintenance costs through Period 7 ($750;

$1,119; $1,774; $2,003; $2,589; $2,947 and $3,412) are

eguivalent to having incurred a uniform cost of $1,917 in

each cf Feriods 1 through 7; that is, either cash flow will

yield the same presert value when discounted at the stated

rate. Figure 3.1 graphs the average oierating and mainte-

nance costs from Col. OM7 against the periods. This graph

shows the rising trend in operating and maintenance costs

over time which was determined by several of the empirical

studies and is described in much of the literature.

In Tatle V, a similar methodology is employed to dEter-

mine the average annual costs of ownership (capital and

capital maintenance costs). Col CC2 lists the salvage value

of the vehicle at the end of a period. The difference

between this value and that at the beginning of the period

(value for previous period in Col CC2) represents the lcss

of value during the period. This is a cost of ownership

since this loss is incurred by choosing to keep the vehicle

for another period when it may be sold for the ending

salvage value, as opposed to selling it at the beginning of

the period for the higher salvage value. In short, it

repre ents the value "used up" during a period. Costs due

to ioss cf value are shown in Col CC3.
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Figure 3.1 Cperating and Maintenance Costs.

Ccl CC4 represents what in the private sector would be

the interest cost fcr continuing to utilize borrowed capital

to own the vehicle fcr another period (charged at a stated

rate on the salvage value at the beginning of a jeriod).

Agencies of the government do not, of course, finance the

purchase of new vehicles through loans. Government funds

are generated through tax receipts and the sale of gQvern-

ment securities, and are appropriated by the Congress tc the

various federal agencies and components. In applying the

methcdolcgy within the Navy's environment, this cost may be

considered to represent a cost of foregoing the opportunity

for alternative uses to which these funds might be placed.

A rate of 10% is used in this example for charging opportu-

nity cost and discounting as specified for use by the Office

cf Management and Budget. A subsequent chapter cn model

inputs will address tte rate in more depth.
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Ccl C5,the sum o.l the previous two, represents the

total cost cf ownership in each k.eriod. Cols CC6 through

CC9 apply the same methodology used in the previous tatle

(in Cols CM3 through 0M6) to convert periodic ccsts in

current dcllars to the annual average capital costs listed

in Ccl CC1O. These ccsts are graphed in Figure 3.2 .This

graph shows a trend which decreases over time at a

decreasing rate.

CCU
5000.-

4000

3000.-

3000.-*

2000.-** *

03.0 6.0 9.0 12.01u11L---
Figur 3.2 Capital (Ownership) Costs.

In Table VI, periodic costs from the previous twc tables

(Cols GM!2 and CC5) are summed into Col. T02. This represents

the tctal cost of ownership and opkeration in a period. Cols

70~3 through T06 again employ the methodology necessary to

convert the periodic costs intc average dnnual total costs,

shown in Col T07. Alter~a tively, Col T07 could have been

derived ly simply sunning Cols 0117 and CC10 for each period
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since tiese columns axe already converted into annt i aver-

ages for their respective cost components. In this hypo-

thetical example, total average costs reach a air.imum in

Period 6 of $3,806. Figure 3.3 combines the previous two

graphs and includes tkeir sum, the total average cost curve

which is a plot of Col TO7 costs. This curve declines

initially due to the influence of decreasing capital costs,

then rises as it is driven upward by the increasing costs of

operation. 'he minimum, point on this curve corresFonds to

the reriod in which average total costs are minimized

(Period 6).

Beference to Col 107 in Table VI will provide some exam-

ples of the information available to the decision-maker

through use of the model. First, the optimal service life

of the vehicle in this example would be six years. That is,

the period in which this vehicle should be traded to cpti-

mize costs is the period in which average annual total costs

are minimized (given that it could be replaced then with a

vehicle no more costly to own and operate, and that a more

economical vehicle is not available sooner). Also, the

table shows that retaining this vehicle through eiglht years,

for example, would ccst an average of $69 ($3,875 - $3,806)

per year of ownershij more than if it had been replaced at

the point of its optival service life.

It may be noted that the present value annuity factor

. used herein assumes that all costs are incurred at the end

of a Eeriod. This is merely a convention employed to rEduce

the ccmFlexity of the model. Other factors could be used to

compute average costs as though periodic costs were incurred

at the siddle of the period (or any other time, for that

ratter). however, it is doubtiul that the use any other

convettion would significantly improve the results of the

model given the degree of accuracy with which some input

costs (such as salvage values) could be determined.
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Figure 3.3 Total Capital, operating and Maintenance Cests.
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The mathematics behind the model are shown for infcrma-

tion in Figure 3.4. This figure presents the equation for

the determination of average total costs.

D. SUITABIlITY OF THE MODEL

Before the model's legitimacy as an aid to infcrmed

decision-making can be established, an examination is neces-

sary to determine its validity hithin the context of the

elements reguired of any gocd model.

Cne financial analysis guide provides the follcwing

definiticn cf a model:

A model is a simplified reresentation of a real-world
phenc.enon. It is an abs ra ction or generalization of
reality. In finance, a model is almost always mathemat-
ical and, therefore, specifies the relationships among a
set of variables in the hope of describing or explaining
the s stem being studied....

- roper use of a model will permit isolation of the
variables deserving the most attention. Additionally,
if the model is proerly specified, information can be
qenerated that will lead to more effective decisions.
?Ref. 18: p. 281]

A model by this definition is then a Leans to visualizie

some real-life situation in a simplified way that leads to

better understanding of its ccmlexities. This describes

what is herein being sought in answer to the vehicle

replacement question: a means by which relevant facts and

data can be assembled to portray the reality of the situ-

ation in an easily examined form. Necessary for the suit-

ability of a mcdel are at least the fcllcwing

characteristics which determine its relative desireability

and usefulness:

Quality: A model should first of all present an

accurate representaticn of the real-world situaticn under

-' study. It should be capable of capturing at least the most

.- significant aspects of tLe system or process and facilitate
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their quantification in a directly comparable form to the

extent they are commensurable. In short, it should solve

the right problem.

The cbjective of the Terborgh model is to convert the

opposing trends of decreasing ownership costs and increasin'

operation costs to terms that facilitate comprehension and

allow ccmparison; in this case, average annual ccsts.

Conceding that this is a valid means of comparison as justi-

fied by its appearance in literature addressing economic

analyses, particularly those considering the vehicle

replacement question (for example see [Ref. 10: pp. 6-8,

Bef. 19: ;p. 16-17, Ref. 20: pp. 70-74, and Bef. 21:

pp. 3E-1-3B-2] ), it zeets this criterion.

An additional element of legitimacy is provided this

methodclcgy (or variations of it) in that it has found prac-

tical application in real life by fleet managers in munic-

ipal governzent agencies. Accounting for this may be the

fact t-hat as opposed to more complex approaches taken to the

problem in operations research oriented literature, this

method may be more easily understood at a practical level

and thus stand more chance of being received in practice.

Actuallj, it is only a structured format which employs prin-

ciples, such as discounted cash flow, with which many

managers are already familiar. If the model is otherwise

theoretically tenable, strong weight should be afforded its

potential for actual application and use.

Simplicity: Though this requirement is seemingly at

cdds %ith the one previous, a usable model cannot he so

complex as to become cbscure. Its purpose, after all, is to

reduce a complex set of circumstances to manageable terms.

If it attempts to capture too many features of the system,

it becomes cumbersome and of dubious value. Understanding

of the system should not he clouded by the inclusicn of

variables which are cf little relevance.
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If it is conceded that the methodology being considered

herein resents the economics of the replacement questicn in

a logical anI comprehensible way, satisfaction of this

requirement then beccmes a management issue of deciding what

costs tc iziclude and in how much detail to include them.

Since input lata are received and results are reported in

dollar terzs, consideration must be given as to how to

accommodate legitimate, though hidden or intangible

expenses.

For example, an activity's mission will suffer and an

impact cost will be incurred if due to a vehicle being in

the shcr, the performance of some mission is delayed.

Obviously the quantification of this cost is no simple

undertaking, but it is genuine and should somehow be imputed

into the model. The allccation of indirect maintenance

costs which vary with direct costs presents no less of a

challenge. In the final analysis, simplification of the

model reduces for the most part to a consideration oi the

form and detail of tke input costs.

0 Flex.ibility: A model should De structured such that

its various features may be included as separate pieces of

the whole. This allcus the behavior of various variables to

be examined and facilitates observation of the effects on

the outccme resulting from the alteratioa of any particular

variable. Within th.e context of this model, this criterion

is as much as anythirg a matter of physical structure and

format.

The tables previcusly used to demonstrate the structure

of the mcdel utilize a spreadsheet format. This format (as

opposed to perhaps presenting the model in the form of an

equation) allows the user to see input data, intermediate

calculations and output results in a consolidated report.

During successive iterations of solving the model, various

input data could be altered and the resultin- variations
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could te observel az the solution process progressed. If

desired, inputs sach as operating and maintenance costs

could be brcken down into greater detail to show trends in

the various input components. Thxough such manipulatiors, a

fiexible model would le produced that would still allow the

user to cbserve the methodology in progress.

* Data Availability: The right answer based on the

wrong input data is cf no more vdlue than the wrong answer

from the right data. I! the correct data is not directly or

immediately available, the efforts to obtain it must be

justified ly the ultimate use to which it will he lit.

Previous discussion addressed the problem of data avail-

ability. A subseguent chapter will include a consideration

of how this prcblem promises to be reduced through the

introduction of new technology into the Navy's transporta-

tion management environment.

I
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IV. APPLYING MODEL IN THEORY AND PRACTICE

The mechanics cf the proposed model having been

explained, consideration is turned toward ways in which it

may find application. This chapter first looks at how

erborgh originally envisioned its theoretical use, then

examines scme uses it has found in practice. The chapter

concludes with a consideration of how theory and Fractice

interact in implementing the model.

A. TEEORETICAL APPLICATION OF THE MODEL

Terborgh used the model as a means to address the

problem cf euipment replacement, which he described as a

challenge between an existing machine termed a "defender",

and the best potential replacement machine called a "chal-

lenger." Ir his "Dytamic Equipment Policy" [Ref. 17], he

develcped a procedure whereby a machine incumbent in a job

defended its position under economic examination against the

challenge of the potential replacement. If successful, the

incumbent remained in service. It not, it would be replaced

by the challenger. The premise of this procedure is that

economic decisions tc replace or retai, should be based on a

comparioCn between the minimum average total costs of the

challen~er machine and the existing defender.

7wo conditions are implicit in using this procedure for

analysis and replacement decisions. They are: 1) average

cwnership costs will decline in successive periods since

high initial acquisition costs are spread over a longer

period of time, and 2) operating and maintenance costs will

rise cver time resulting in successively higher dverages lor

these costs. The result is that average total costs for a
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machine initially decline owing to the spread of acquisition

costs, the are driven uk by rising operation costs as was

shown graihically in Figure 3.3.

Tertorgh used tie theoretical minimum of average total

costs as a means by which replacement decisions could be

made. Assuming that minimum average total costs cin be

determined for both a defender machine and its challenger,

the comparison betueen these two costs will determine

whether to replace the defender or allow it to remain in

service. If the defender's minimum average is lower, it is

economically better to retain it. If the challenger's is

lower, the defense by the incumbent machine was unsuccessful

and it should be reilaced since on the average, the chal-

lenger will cost less to own and operate.

In alplying the procedure to model the replacement Gues-

tion, Tertorgh relied upon two assumptions to rationalize

and facilitate the decision process. First, future chal-

lengers are assumed to have the same minimum average total

costs as the presently availatle challenger. This assump-

tion takes into account the fact that a decision to reFlace

cr not to replace an existing machine at some point in time

will affect in a particular way the chain ,f successive

replacements in the future. If a machine is replaced now,

futare replacements will follow one pattern. If it is

replaced after one cr more periods, a new challenger Lay

have by then come into being which would head a different

succession of future replacements.

Clearly, all future challengers will not exhibit the

same minimul average costs, hut the assumption that they

%ill is necessary to reduce the model to manageable teras in

the atsence of perfect knowledge of the future. This

assumpticn gives some acknowledgement to Preinreich's theory

of the iimediate decision being influenced by future deci-

sions, and also reduces the immediate decision to replace or
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not tc replace to a comparison between the minimum averages

of only the defender and the present challenger.

ThE second assumption Terborgh found necessary concerns

the pattern in which a machine accumulates operating and

maintenance costs as it ages, given that they rise at scme

rate over time. Terborgh assumed that a defender machine

would accumulate excess operating and maintenance costs

relative to the best available replacement at any point in

time at a constant rate over its lifetime. He considered

these excess costs to represent a machine's "operating

inferiority" as compared to the lower costs which would be

experienced by that replacement. This constant rate oZ

accumulaticn could be defined by a rising linear trend which

Tertcigh termed the "inferiority gradient."

Some studies have concluded that a constant rate of

increase for operating and maintenance costs is, in fact, a

reasonable assumtion, at least when averages for several

vehicles of the same type are considered [Ref. 7: pp.

25-26]. Cthers, such as Russell [Ref. 22: p. 899-911],

concede that though a constant rate is a poor descriptor for

the actual situation, it is used by default since it is as

good as anything else available. In any event, it would

appear that Terborgh may have made this assumption for two

reasons: as a matter of expediency to allow formulas and

shortcuts tc replace the tedium of the calculations reqjuired

to develop the tables shown in the previous chapter, and to

provide some forecast of the behavior of future costs. in a

later work [Ref. 23: p. 16] Terborgh expanded his original

formulas to include two additional patterns of operating and

maintenance cost accunulaticn (rising at an increasing rdte

and rising at a decreasing rate), giving acknowledgement to

the restriction his assumption placed on use of the model.
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E. PEACIICAL APPLICATIONS OF THE dODEL

A.s mentioned previously, a major factor favoring consid-

eraticn cf this model for use by the Navy is that it Aas

found its way into practical applications; again, perhaps

because cf its simplicity and an auility to be understocd by

ileet managers. Examples cf several of these applications

are included in an International City Aanagement Association

"M'anagement Informaticn Service Report" (Ref. 24], anl will

he sukseguently summarized. While not employed in d way

leading to challenger-defender analyses, the annual average

costs provided by the model are used to guide managers

toward mcre economicaLly sound decisions.

The Center for local Technology, at Oklahoma State

University, has developed twc forms for use in computing

average annual total costs (Ref. 24: pp. 3-7]. One is used

to reccrd operating and maintenance expenses, and the cther

provides a structured format within which those costs and

periodic salvage values are used to determine average annual

costs. The format is similar to that shown in the tables
used to demonstrate the structure of Terborgh's model.

However, it includes a proportioning factor which adjusts

costs when a vehicle's actual mileage varies from a target

per-pericd average mileage. Discounting of cash flows is

not emplcyed; rather, cumulative costs through a pericd are

divided by the number of periods to obtain a simple arith-

metic avErage.

By mcnitoring the average costs period-by-period, the

fleet manager will see when average costs begin to rise

(optical service life has been passed), signaling that it is

time to replace the vehicle in question. This application

has an cbvious disadvantage in that replacement is signaled

only after average ccsts have begun to increase from the

minimum, and therefcre optimal, average.
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This prcblem may he accommodated by calculating a value

which represents a target operation cost for the upcominj

period. This procedure is based on the assumption that the

average total cost curve takes on a "U" shape (see Figure

3.3) due to a declining then rising trend. After any period

through which average total costs lave continued to decline,

a cost may be calculated for the subsejuent period which, if

not exceeded, will result in average costs through that

pericd egualing those through the immediate period. As Icng

as next period costs can be anticipated to be below this
limit, the average costs will continue tie declining trend.
Since tnis would indicate tbat the period of miniimum average

cost has yet to he reached, the vehicle should be retained.

Through the use cf a series of nomograms, the city of
Clearwater, Florida, employs this methodology in managing

its fleet [Ref. 24: pp. 5-7]. The nomograms are lased on

similar cnes develoied by the Local 3overnment Operational
Research Unit, of Great Britain. With them, next-period3

cost limits reportedly may be determined with relative ease.

A separate nomogram has Deen produced for each cf several
classes cf vehicles, a class being determined by similar

patterns of depreciation. Thcugh based on vehicle classes,

this method is intended to answer the question of when to
* replace an individual vehicle.

Similar nomograms have been applied by over 300 local

authorities in Great Eritain with resultant savings reported
to egual I0 of overall expenditures on veihicle purchase,

repair and maintenance costs. Several limitations associ-

ated with the aplication of this methodology however must
he remembered:

* Use of a vehicle must be approximately the same

throughout its life.
- The replacement vehicle must exhibit a similar

pattern cf costs thrcughout its life.
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T The average ccst curve must follow the form assumed

(once average totdl costs begin to increase they will

continue to do so)

* Costs for tle upcoming period must be capable of

being forecasted with reasonable accuracy.

As opposed to concentrating on individual vehicle

replacements, the city of Little Rock, Arkansas, uses a

group approach to manage vehicle replacements in its fleet

[Ref. 24: pp. 7-11]. This prccedure requires the pericd of

minimum average total costs to be determined using averaged

costs for vehicles of similar expense and usage charactcris-

tics, rather than using individual vehicle costs. This

information is used by management to determine hcw many
vehicles of a certain class within a fleet to schedule for

replacement. For exaxple, if there are thirty vehicles in a

class which have (as a group) optimal lives of five years,

. .six vehicles (1/5 of 30) are programmed for replacement each

year.

Ibis method of aflication has provided Little Fcck with

the benefit of being able to stabilize the number of vehi-
cles which must be budgeted for replacement each year. TIe

city uses life expectancy tables published by the American

Public Wcrks Association to determine the replacement period

of the various vehicle classes. However, local costs could

easily be ccnverted to average periodic costs to determine

optimal replacement cycles based on the city's actual

conditics.

C. A CCAPUIERIZED APPROACH

7c combine the xanagement assistance provided by the

model with the convenience of data processing technology, a
series of five comjter programs have been developed by

Public Technology, Inc. (PTI) ,of Washington, r. c., a
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non-11ofit FuLlic interest organization. Using methcdclcgy
very- similar to that employed ky Terborgh, they are desijned

to calculate minimum average total costs for classes of

vehicles based on local cost experience [Ref. 24: pp.

11-13. Named as a group the Vehicle Replacement Package,

these programs guide managers to replace vehicles during the

period in which average costs are minimized (point of

optimal service life). The package additionally can iden-

tify vehicles for iarticular management attention which

incur costs that differ from the class average, and will

calculate subseguent Feriod expense limits.

PTI's Executive Summary of this package describes the

functions of each irogram, and provides samples of the

management reports generated. It is reproduced in Apendix

A. Lata for use with the package may come from any record

source. However, PTI also offers a computerized information

system, the E-uipment Management Information System, which

mty he used to maintain detailed, electronically retrievatle

vehicle history records.

The ability to arply the model via the electronic medium

will of course increase its flexibility and accessibility.

however, as with the manual methods previously discussed,

its validity will be restricted to the following conditions:
The vehicles uill be used in the saue manner over

theiL lifetimes.

T The replacement vehicles will experience costs

similar tc those replaced.
. Operating and maintenance costs will rise over time

and average total costs, once they begin to increase, will

continue tc do so.
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D. IITEBACTION OF TEXORY AND PRACTICE

The purpose of the model is to develop the replacement

decision as an econcmic decision. The economic life ot a

vehicle may then be generally thought of as the pernl

during which it is mcre cost-effective to keep it than to

replace it. A consideration cf just how that period may be

defined will aid in visualizing how the theory and practice

interact in implementation of the model.

Peterson [Ref. 25: pp. 366-367] proposes four defini-

tions within the context of which the concept of economic

life can be interpreted. following is a discussion of the

applicability oi each to the implementation of the average

cost model.

The eccnosic life of a ...fvehicle]...is that period of
time over which it has its lowes uniform e-uivalent
cost.

This is the theory behind the approach to using the

model emplcyed by the Public Technology, Inc., Vehicle

Replacement Package, and the similar, manually applied

vehicle replacement systems. The object of this approach is

to determine for a vehicle or class of vehicles the optiral

service life; this teing the period through which periodic

average costs are minimized. In using this approach to

optimize vehicle operations it is assumed that replacement

vehicles will be essentially identical to those replaced and

will experience similar costs. This of course does not mean

that a vehicle must te replaced by such. It means that this

application takes no account of the possibility that a more

economical vehicle, cr challenger, may be available sconer

than the computed service life. This restricts the

econcsics of the juestion to those which are internal to the

system, or are generated solely by the costs of the vehicle

or class being examined.
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The eccncmic life is that period of time which will
terminate when a new...[venicie ... pro.ises a lower
equivalent annual cost than the cost o keeping the cld
...[vehicle]...for an additional year or more.

ibis more closely describes the basis of Terborgh's

application in his usE of the model to structure challenger-

defender comparisons. Obviously, one would not expect to

replace a 1976 vehicle in 1984 with a new 1976 model.

Indeed, such a vehicle would nct even exist. To then apply

the mcdel tc derive cptimal service lives only as determined

by internal economics is to ignore the advantages brcught

about by advances in technology over time as reflected in

lower relative costs. External economies therefore may also

influence the replacement decision.

lerbcrgh accounted for this in defining his ccncept of

operating inferiority as the result of two components

[Ref. 17: p. 61]. The first, deterioration, is internally

generated through the decline in a vehicle's operating

performance as compared with itself at an earlier age. This

would be reflected in the increase in operating, maintenance

and downtime impact costs theorized to occur as a vehicle

ages.

The seccnd component of operating inferiority, obsoles-

cence, is externally generated. It represents the excess

costs a new edition cf a defender vehicle would experience

in ccauarison with those experienced by the best challenger.

A cost such as this would accumulate, for example, as new
vehicles are designed for increasingly better fuel ecoromy.

It is pcssible that a highly advanced challenger could causeF. a defender to become obsolete before it has reached its
optimal service life.

T herefore, the concept of economic lifetime may be

extended Leyoud only a simple calculation of the best time

to replace a vehicle to minimize its costs. It then becomes
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a consideration of when to replace as influenced by its own

cost exierience and the cost experiences of better

challengers.

The econcmic life is that period of time which will
e.Latse before a .' vehicle]... will be displaced by
anc her as a result of a future analysis.

The implication cf this definition is that regardless of

a defender's present age, its economic life begins with the

present and continues cnly until it can no longer defend its

position against available challengers. This brings up a

particular point regarding the computation of a defender's

average periodic costs; that Ls, that they should be
computed without regard to the costs which have been previ-

ously incurred.

That this is so is a reflection of past costs being

sunk, and having no economic influence on costs which will

be incurred in the future. Therefore, the defender side of

the challenge becomes an issue of the economics of retaining

the existing vehicle for a time beginning with the itrmediate

period. In computing average periodic costs for the

defender, the current salvage value is used as the acguisi-

tion value and pericdic costs from the present onward are

inpat into the model as if they will be incurred beginning

in the first period.

This may be visualized by considering a situaticn where

the defender is first sold for its salvage value. The chal-

lenge is then a comparison of the choice between purchasirg

a challenger or buying back the defender for the same price

as sold. This conceptually places the two alternatives on

the same comparative lasis. [ef. 21: p. 3B-8]

The eccncmic life is that period of time absorbed by the
intended service before the ... [vehicle]... is degraded
tc ancther service, or liquidated.
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The latter consideration in this definition, liquida-

tion, concerns conditions where an asset will cnly be

required for a finite period, after which it will have no

further use. For all intents and purposes, the reguirements

for vehicles within the Navy may be considered to continue

indefinitely, and replacement decisions need not be

concerned with this situation.

The consideraticn of a degraded service assignment

defines the concept cf economic life as a function cf a

vehicle's assignment within the organization. This is

reflected in the concepts of primary versus seccndary

replacement [Ref. 17: pp. 24-25]. The former would refer to

the Fiocurement of a new vehicle which can economically

replace an existing one in the same job. This is the

meaning cf replacement which to now has been used in this

thesis. The latter refers to an asset being replaced from

within the crganizaticn because it can no longer perform its

function as economically as another. It is usually degraded

to an assignment of less demanding service.

An ckvious examjle of this occurance within the Navy

regards the operatior of vehicles in security patrol assign-

ments. in comparison with a sedan assi-ned to an activity

commander, for instance, security vehicles can be expected

to reach their optimal service life much sooner since the

intensity oi use may cause salvage values to decline and

operation costs to rise at accelerated rates. Once tkey

have teen "run into the ground", they are frequently chan-

nelled into a lower mileage assignment, being displaced by a
newer vekicle.

Such usage serves to complicate the use of the replace-

ment model to deterzine optimal service lives in that it
results in cost patterns significantly different from the

"norm". It is possible that vehicles with similar, though

abnormal, rates of usage could be grouped together and
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modeled as a class tc accommodate this problem. However, if

the mcdel were to be used for replacement decisions and if

it was fourd to be mcre economical to replace rather than

displace thcse vehicles. The acquisition system would need

to be flexible enough to allow this to be done.

Current DOD policy as iaplemented in practice has not

provided this requisite flexibility. Funding for replace-

ment of underage ithough over-mileage) vehicles is

frequently not forthccminj, perhaps because the econcmics of

one alternative as opposed to the other cannot now be demon-

"trated to funding sponsors. Dollar amounts required per

vehicle fcr new acquisition funding are relatively conspic-

.. uous in ccmparison with operating and maintenance funds

zequizements for an individual vehicle within an existing

fleet. Ccst conscicus managers understandabiy will tend to

defer funding of replacement assets and decide in favcr of

continuing to operate and maintain existing, though older,

assets if the econozic consequences of such action are not

apparent. An immediate application possibility for the

replacement model is therefore suggested by such situations.

Functional displacements of vehicles within the fleet

are ccmmcn occurances since they can be so easily accom-

plished. Few "switching costs" will be attendant to such a

shuffling of assignments except when attached gear (radics,

tool koxes, etc.) must be removed and reinstalled. Good

zanaqevent then reguires a method by which the proller can

econoxically be accommodated. Appendix B discusses one such

method. Developed internally within NAVFACENGCO4, it serves

to minimize vehicle operation costs by helping managers put

biga cost vehicles into low mileage assignments, and vice

versa.
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V. INPUT DATA: REEUIREj~fTS AND AVAILABIlITY

In calculating average total costs, certain infcrmation

is required by the model. Input data will consist cf the

costs of vehicle ownership and operation. Although some of

these ccsts are common to any application of this type,

whether within the jublic or private sectors, others are

unique due to the nature of the vehicle replacement p-rcblen

from the Navy's perspective.

Previously, it was noted that the literature addressing

vehicle cr other eguipment repiacement is consistent in

stating that accurate input into a replacement model is

necessary tc produce valid conclusions. in light of the

importance given to data accuracy, this chapter is devoted

to a discussion of the input requirements for a model

applied to the Navy environment and the present availability

of that data.

A. INIPU7 DATA REQUIBID

The fcllcwing discussion addresses the types of cost data

which would be necessary for model implementation.

1. Caj-ital Costs

*Acquisiticn: The bulk of this cost will be the

purchase price of a new vehicle, to which administrative and

other costs incurred as a result of the vehicle's procure-

sent should be added. Examples of these additional costs

are costs incurred ty th~e Frocurement organization as a

result of th e procurement action, costs of acceptance

inspections, transpcrtation costs to the ultimate destina-

tion and costs to prepare a vehicle for service
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(installaticn of tocl boxes or security lights, for

example). In short, the total acquisition value consists of

all costs which would not otherwise be incurred if a

purchase action was not undertaken.

Discussed previously was the need to keep a replace-

ment model simple in crder to keep it manageanle. A consid-

eraticn of how to allocate the costs of a purchase

organization to cne particular action presents an example of

how the sodel can easily become complicated. However, to

ignore such costs is to introduce into the model a bias in

favor of replacement rather than retention. This provides

an exavile of a situation where, should the costs be of

sufficient magnitude to affect the outcome significantly, a

manager may be forced into making a simplifying assumption

to facilitate manageability of a model (such as procurement

costs perhaps representing a percentage of the ;urchase

price).

Salvage Value: Two cases may be considered

regarding the deterzination of salvage values. One is

essentially a "no-salvage" approach whereby initial acguisi-

tion costs are simply apportioned over the total period of

cwnershiE; the longer the total period considered the

smaller the apporticnment necessary per period for capital

recovery.

In some respects, this in general represents the

Navy's situation due to the disposal system under which it

operates. When a disposal action is taken against a

vehicle, it is transferred to a Defense Property Disposal

Cffice salvage yard where it may be screened in crder of

precedence by other LCD activities, other Federal agencies,

state agencies, and service/educational organizations (such

as the Boy Scouts of America). If desired by any ore of

these organizations, the vehicle is then retransferred to it

at no cost. If none desire to requisition it, it is sold at
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Eublic auction. Freyuently, those vehicles passed over

during the screening process and eventually sold are in a

condition %hich will justify a price ejual only to its scrap

value [Ref. 26]. Regardless of whether a vehicle is trans-

ferred tc another agency or sold at auction, the Navy

receives nc remuneration (no salvage) from the disposal

acticn.

The result cf using a no-salvage approach in

accounting ior capital costs in the replacement model is

that average capital costs will be much greater than those

produced by "real life" salvage values, particularly during

earlier periods. This is the case since under a no-salvage

assumpticn, the entire value of the asset is absorbed in the

periods through which average costs are being calculated,

regardless cf how few periods are considered (if computing

average costs for one period, for exampLe, the entire value

of the vehicle is charged to loss of value for that one
period). Mathematically, this gives the impression that an

asset "depreciates" much more rapidly than it does in

reality, causing the average total cost pattern to reach

minimum at a point later than it otherwise would tased on

actual trends. Use of this approach would mean that Navy

funds managers would tend to favor continued retention of a

vehicle rather than replacement.

An alternative way to view the salvage question is

to assign to a vehicle a salvage value equal to the price

for which it could be sold on the open market given its age

and condition in a particular period. Publications such as

the "Kelly Blue Book" or the "N.A.D.A. Official Used Car

Guide" wculd provide guidance for determining these values

in the cases of sedans and trucks. While the prices

provided by these publicaticns reflect features attributatle

to market conditions (relative desireability of a particular

body style, for instance) which are not directly aplicale
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to the Navy's needs, they also reflect a vehicle's ability

to command higher resale values resulting from higher fuel

economy cr lower maintenance requirements relative to ctrer

years and models. In this respect, market-detereired

salvage values theoretically more closely reflect the

retained value of a vehicle as time goes by. While the

no-salvage approach is more indicative of the financial

aspects cf the replacement decision, the imPuted salvage

value approach is a better indicator of the eccnomic

aspects.

The choice of how to account for salvage is nct an

insignificant consideration. In Klungle's examination of

the replacement policies for Navy pickup trucks, tie choice

caused tie determination of optimal service lives to vary

from as few as three to as many as seven years depending on

the chCice of the Cther variables in the model (longer

replacement cycles heing associated with the no-salvage

case) [Ref. 7: pp. 50-53].

Action is Eresently underway to revise disposal

policies to allow Public Works Centers (PFC's) to sell used

vehicles on the open market and apply the proceeds to

purchases of replacement assets (this being a reflection of

the business orientation of Navy Industrial Fund activities

such as PC's). Here, the market value salvage case is

directly applicable. Applying that case in modeling the

economics of PWC vehicle replacements and then applying the

no-salvage case elsewhere could result in a wide disparity

in the ages of vehicles available to PWC-served activities

versus activities served by in-house public works

departments.

• Interest/riscount Pate: DOD guidance prescribes

the use of a discount rate of 10% in performing economic

analyses to reflect the premise that public investaents

should explicitly consider the alternative use of funds they
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displace or absorb [Bef. 27: Encl (1), p. 6-7]. The use of

a discount rate also shows a preference for the timing of

cash flows, those teing received earlier in the period of
analysis being weighted more heavily than those received

later.

A discussion cf the cuestion of whether or not this

is indeed the proper rate to use is beyond the scope of tnis

work. However, it can be noted that use of an incorrect

rate may not significantly affect the outcome of the

replacement model. liesling [Ref. 15: p. 37], for Example,

found that variations of at least five percent will be

insignificant, and Klungle [Ref. 7: p. 52), concluded that a

similar variation changed only slightly the determir.aticn of

the optimal service life for pickup trucks. The actual

impact of the disccunt rate will depend on the relative

magnitude cf ownership and operation costs; relatively

higher cwnership costs causing the minimum average total

cost to occur in a mcre distant period.

2. Cpratinsq and Maintenance Costs.

It is within this category that costs which result

from operating a vehicle (fuel, oil, labricants, etc.) are

incurred. Also, maintenance, reiairs, and other costs
necessary to support those operations are included. In

applying the model, it is necessary to include only costs

which vary over time or with the choice of a particular

vehicle. Costs which do not change with these variatles,

which are essentially fixed, are not relevant to the deci-

sions which are based on the use of the model.
The differences in costs which occur over time are

due to deterioration, which is chargeable to a vehicle in

comparison with its "earlier self." Differences due to

choice are reflected in obsolescence, chargeable to a

vehicle as compared to a more economical replacement. A
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difference in costs wbic.h would be fixed for one or both of

the alternatives in a challenger-defender analysis, but at

different levels, is also relevant. An exaiple of such a

cost would he special tools which would be required to rain-

tain a potential challenger. [Ref. 28: p. 482]

In calculating the optimal service life of a partic-

ular vehicle, only deterioration (the amount edch period bY

which a vehicle becomes inferior to a new replica of itself)

is applicable. The cbjective of the service life calcula-

tion is to determine when decreasing costs ot ownership are

offset by increasing costs of operation. Terborgh used the

convention when determining the service life of challen~er

vehicles cf setting the value of his inferiority gradient

(essentially, a measure of operation costs) to zero for the

first Feriod since a vehicle is not inferior to itself when

new. Subsequent periods were then incremented to reflect

the axcunt by which cperating and maintenance would increase

with age [Ref. 17: pp. 76-77]. In the case of a challenger-

defender comparison, the defender vehicle must be charyei

with tcth deterioration and obsolescence costs to reflect

the amounts by which it is inferior to the potential

replacement.

In the practical application of the replacement

model for decision-waking, the separation of fixed costs

from varying costs is actually not a necessity, simplitying

the processes of determining values for input data. This is

true since even though only varying costs influence the

decisions based on thE model, the inclusion of fixed costs

will not cause those decisions to change.

To illustrate this, Table VII manipulates the hypo-

thetical data used tc develop the tables in Chapter 1II.

Other than values for operating and maintenance costs which

are shown in Table VII, all other input data remain

unchanged. The first two columns in the table repeat the
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original values for the operating and maintenarnce ccsts and
the annual average total costs. The second two columns
parallel the first two except that for ilustzation,

Ierbcrgh's convention of setting first period costs to zero

has teen emEloyed (each period decremented by the amount of

first pericd costs). The third and tourth of the twc-cclumn
sets are sioilar to the previous two except that values of S

5,000 and $ 15,000 have teen added resFectively in each

pericd tc represent two possible levels of fixed oFeratinj
and maintenance costs.

Notice that in every case, the decisions which would
result frcm applying the replacement model would be the

same. The optimal service life is in ail cases six years.

The average cost per year of retaining a vehicle for ten

years, for example rather than ruplacing it at the six year

point (difference between average total costs of sixth and

tenth years in each case) is always $184. The result of

adding fixed operating and maintenance costs is mereiy that

the total average annual costs in each period are increase!

consisterntly by that amount.

How does this simplify the practical application of

the model? Considering for instance the rael costs cf cper-

ating a vehicle, deterioraticn would be represented ty an

increase in these expenses (assuming constant usage and fuel

prices) as a vehicle aged and the engine became wore ineii-

cient. Obsolescence would be reflected by the savings in

fuel expenses which could result from operating a challenger

designed for increased fuel economy relative to the tne fuel

consumption of the existing vehicle. Due to the fact that

the nonvarying compcnent of fuel expenses (reflected in

neither deterioration nor obsolescence) will not affect the

final decision if included in the model, the model user is
spared the chore of separating it out from those comonents

which represent deterioration and obsolescence.
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Another consideraticn with respect to operating and
maintenance costs is how to accom~odate capital additions or

improvements. An example of a capital addition could be the

installaticn of a retrofit air conditioner in a sedan, given

that it would not be removed prior to disposal and its
installation increases the value of the asset. Major cver-

hauls such as engine replacements (a capital improvement),

unlike "routine" maintenance and repairs which tend more

toward preserving a vehicle at auproximately its present

condition, return it to a previous (more valuable)

condition.

Costs of capital additions/improvements are

addressed at this particular point since they zay be

included within the mcdel as if they were normal costs of a
vehicle's operation. Though they could be included as a

capital cost, it is conceptually perhaps more logical to

group them as an operation cost since they probably will be

incurred in the same facilities and by the same personnel as

routine maintenance and repairs. Also, including them as if

they wer.e oierating aLd maintenance costs will simplify the

process of maintaining cost records necessary to prcvide

input data.

iithin the reilacement model, the difference between

computing capital addition/irrrovement costs as capital

costs or as operating and maintenance costs is that the

former case will result in average periodic capital costs

will decline at a slower rate while in the latter, average

periodic operating and maintenance costs will rise at a mere

rapid rate. Either way, there is no difierence in the

values computed for average total costs. The choice as to

how capital addition and improvement costs are categorized

within the model then is nct of any computational signifi-

cance. What is of importance is that salvage values must be
adjusted by the amounts by which they are increased as a
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result of the addition or improvement, and this will affect

the final ccmputation of averaye total costs.

3. towntime

Some studies have approached the problem of downtime

from the converse perspective, choosing rather to determine

effectiveness (the tife a vehicle is "up") . Effectiveness

has been defined as having elements of availability and

reliability; availability being the probability an eguipment

asset will he available for a mission when needed, and reli-

ability being the prcbability it will complete a mission

once hegun. [Ref. 29: pp. 11-13 and Ref. 30: pp. 82-84]

As discussed in a previous chapter, the data

requirements for a probabilistic approach to vehicle

replacement would be more rigorous than a deterministic one.

Given that data in the detail necessary for develcpment of

availatility and reliability estimates of vehicle types may

not he practically available, costs associated with vehicle

downtime are then best related to availability [Ref. 10: p.

9]. By determining the time in which a vehicle is unavail-

able fcr use (in the shop for repairs), a penalty can be

assessed against it as a cost of operation.

This penalty cost should be in dollar terms to

provide ccmmensurablity with other molel inputs. It can be

the rental cost of another vehicle to replace the vehicle

that is down or if a rental replacement is not feasible, it

should be a function of the cost of impact on the activity's

mission from the vehicle not being able to carry out the

purpcse for which it is intended. These impact costs

reflect time lost by -ersonnel who would have had a need for

the vehicle and costs resulting from the personnel not being

capable of carrying cut the tasks for which the vehicle was

needed. Little thought concerning this subject is needed to

visualize situations in which impact costs could be incurrei
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in almost infinite combinations due to "ripple effects".

Detersinirg the value of these costs would obviously be a

highly sutjective exeicise.

However, to ignore these costs in the replacement

decision is tantamount to denying their existence alto-

gether, and they are as legitimate to the economics ct the

replacement model as are the direct labor costs of mainte-

nance mechanics. However, they are so difficult to deter-

mine that they are frequently "assumed away", resulting in

an unjustified bias leing introduced into the model toward

retention.

Since the mcdel deals exclusively in terms of

dollars, it requires that a dollar value be assigned to take

downtime costs into account, whether determined by the costs

of a replacement vehicle, as a proportion of repair costs as

suggested by Russell [Ref. 22: p. 903], or as an amount

directly related to the degradation of an activity's ability

to carry out its mission.

It may be asked of those who would object to an

accounting for these costs because the subjectivity of the

situation can easily lead to an incorrect determination,

will the inclusion of no costs be any less incorrect? It is

reasonable to believe that neither will reflect the true

value of impact costs experienced by the activity, but the

resoluticn cf this iroblem rests not on whether or nct to

include these costs, but on the degree to which they can be

accurately assessed.

The illustration of the conversion of periodic costs

into average costs in Chapter III did not, for the sake of

simplicity, include dcwntime costs. Introducing them would

he sizFly a matter cf adding them to the model in the same

fashion as the operating and maintenance costs.

The analyses of vehicle operation histories led

. Streilein to the conclusion that downtime rates would not
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vary with a vehicle's age [Bef. 11: p. 20] (though he

cautioned that an increase could occur). Klungle's data led

to an o.posing conclusion; that a definite increase occurred

for Navy pickup trucks at an almost constant rate as ttey

aye [Ref. 7: p. 26-30). Though supporting data were not

included, other literature sources aidressing the subject

which were examined during the research of this thesis were

all hut unanimous proponents of the increasing trend.

referring tc the preponderance of opinions supporting the
increasing trend, the influence of costs resulting from

downtime impact must be considered since they will affect

the model in a way similar to that caused by deterioration.

4. Disosal Costs

Just as costs incurred as a result of a vehicle's

acquisition are valid to the replacement model, so, too, are

costs which occur when that vehicle must be disposed.

Examples would include administrative and transportation

expenses, and costs to prepare it for disposal (remove

radios, security vehicle lights, etc.).

Should Public Works Centers eventually be allowed to

sell used vehicles on the open market, attention would need

to be given to how best to present the vehicles for sale.

Higher prices may be paid for vehicles which have been

"fixed up", but managers must evaluate cost trade-offs to

ascertain that special preparation expenses will be returned

in the form of a sufficiently higher price.

5. Productivity Costs

It may be noted that througnout this thesis the

M. implication has been that the vehicles to which the reFlace-

ment model will be ajjlied can be compared only with respect

to costs; that there is no input component which accounts

for benefits received as a result of productivity
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differences between tuo vehicles. Particularly with respect

to administrative use vehicles (cars, pickup trucks, busses,

etc.) none is required since the product of their operation

(transpcrtation of personnel and material) will be essen-

tially eguivalent regardless of the choice or age of the

vehicle. Therefore, consideration need only be given to

differences in costs between two alternatives necessary to

obtain tlese equivalent products.

Scme CESE assets, however, are of such a nature that

a difference is discemnabie between various choices in both

costs and output. Eguipment within this category would

include such assets as construction and veight handling

eliuipcent. The replacement model is capable of being

extended to cover this situation. This could be accom-

plisbed by making some accounting for productivity otscles-

cence ii the form of a charge to operatinj costs. It would

require a value to be on the improved production which could

be gained from a potential replacement, and applying it as a

penalty cost against the existing defender. Increased

kroductivity cannot ordinarily be measured in revenue terms

within the Navy's environment as it may in the conmerciai

world. However, its influence nevertaeless is valid to the

replacement question; its effect being somewhat similar to

obtaining an equivalent level of pzoductivity at a lower

cost.

B. E1157ING DATA BASE

Now that the input re, uirements for the model have been

identified, the composition and structure of the data base

which Fresently exists for Navy vehicles will be undertaken.

A registraticn nucber, generally referred to as a "USN"

number, is assigned and affixed to each vehicle at the time

of its acquisition by the Navy to establish and maintain
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permanent and positive identification of that vehicle during

its lifetime. Additionally, an individual equipment history

record file is established for each vehicle and is required

to be maintained in a complete and up-to-date status hy the

vehicle hclder from the time the vehicle is acquired until

it is transterred for disposal or excess. History record

files accompany vehicles transferred frou one activity to

another and contain as a minimum the following: (1) orig-

inal receipt documents, which normally include the acquisi-

tion ccst and contract number under which the vehicle was

procured; (2) technical identification and specification

data; (3) Shop Repair Orders (SRO's) covering all inspec-

tion, maintenance, and repair items accomplished to date;

(4) accident reports; and (5) other appropriate documenta-

tion considered necessary for further reference purposes,

such as warranty work and unsatisfactory equipment reports

[Ref. 5: p. 17-13].

Ibe SRO is utilized to authorize, control, and account

for labor and material expenditures for each instance of

maintenance, repair, modernization, alteration, or improve-

sent of an item cf eguipment. Examination of the informa-

tion recorded or, each SRO provides a manager with the

ability to determine the dates the vehicle entered and left

the shop, compute the amount of time the vehicle spent in

the shop (downtime), identify what type of work was

performed (maintenance, repair, or other), identify the

costs of that work as segregated by labor and material

charges, and note the accumulated mileage incurred by tie

vehicle at the time of work performance. Although this

information is available from the individual SRO's, the

structure of current management information systems employed

does not allow the extraction of data in the required fcrmat

(annual maintenance and repair costs, fuel costs, and accu-

mulated mileage for each year of the vehicle's life)
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necessary fcr the ccuputation of the average annual cost

required to be utilized by the model.

Vehicles are generally either assigned to a~prcpriated

fund activities who perform in-house maintenance and repairs

,or that activity, cr to centralized Public Works Centers,

Navy Industrial Fund activities that fulfill transportation

re uirement.i and perform vehicular maintenance and rerairs

on a reizturseable kasis fcr the appropriated fund activi-

ties in their vicinity. Each has its own management infor-

mation system as discussed below to satisfy its respective

needs.

1. Public Works Eepartients

ZPublic Works Departments provide in-house wainte-

nance and repair services for vehicles assigned against

their activity's allcwance. The formal information system

utilized b7 transportation managers is comprised o,' the

NAVCOMPT Form 2168, Cperating Budget/Expense Report and the

INAVCCMFT Form 2169, Ferformance Statement. These reports

*. are produced monthly by the standard activity accounting

system utilizing the SRO costing data and records of fuel

_ issues, and are provided by the activity Comtroller/Fiscal

cffic.r.

The Operatiny Budget/Expense Report provides accrued

expenses, accumulated for the year to date by Equipment Cost

Code (7CC), (a four digit numerical code utilized by

NAVFACENC-CON to Uistirctly differentiate types of equip-ment

by function and capability: i.e. ECC 0313 describes' a two

wheel drive 1/2 ton lickup truck whereas ECC 0316 descrites

a four wheei drive 1/2 ton pickup trucx), and summarized by

. budget cost account line item. The Performance Statement

provides actual fiscal year to date totals for accrued

expenses for each cost account lie item and the percentage

of its budget amount. Although cumulative costs for each
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year are available by ECC, the level of detail reguired for

use in the proposed model is by individual USN rumtere!

vehicle.

Extensive manipulation of the mnaintenance and repair

costing data contained in the SRO's would be required in

crder tc -rovide cumulative costs for each year of each

vehicle's life. Additionally, determinations of mileage

accumulated per year hy each vehicle are difficult tc accu-

rately access sclely from SRO data due to the relative

infreguency of maintenance and repair requirements.

Although accurdte current year mileage information by USN

number may be extracted from the fuel issue records, activi-

ties normally only retain the current backup data used as

input tc that year's activity accounting system. Upon

commencement of a neu year, the source data is discarded,

and only the activity accounting system output is retained

as a Fermanent record of expenses.

2. Public Wcrks Centers

Public Works Centers, due to their nature as Navy

Industrial Fund activities oerating in a business-like

envircnment where ccsts and revenue must be continually

monitcred, have established a highly computerized management

system. The information and procedures necessary to perform

the functions of this management system are published in

five volumes of a NAVFACENGCOM punlication, one of which

addresses transportation management [Ref. 31]. This area is

further divided into four subsystems: Transpcrtatior.

Mainterance Production, Transportation Maintenance,

Transportation Operations, and Transportation Cost

Reporting.

The basis fcr vehicle maintenance and repair cost

data is again individual SRO's, with fuel consumption also

input into the system. Utilizing a combination of
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establisf.ed monthly reports, all of the data elements

required for the proposed model are accumulated and

presented hy the pexiods moth-to-date, quarter-to-date,

curr-ent year-to-date, and inception-to-date. Although

detailed by USN number, the system does not have the ability

to retain the data as accumulated for each year of a vehi-

cle's age. Once a current year elapses, a new current

year's file is established. The inception-to-date file is

the only record of past costs incurred that currently is
kept. Costs for each year of a vehicle's life could be

maintained hy retaining a hard copy or electronic record of

the requized reports at year end, but this has not histori-

Scally been accosplisbed and therefore, such data are not

-resently available.
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VI. _AI APPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL

In previous chapters, a model considered to be suitable

for practical application within the Navy has been identi-

fied and described. Theoretical and actual applications

have teen discussed, and consideration in some detail has

been given to the input required to exercise the model rrop-

erly. This chapter addresses specific applications in which

it is thought the model can be used within the Navy's

vehicle management environment.

A. FIEEI VIDE REPLAC!UENT POLICY

Cne apparent use of the model is as a means to determine

the optimal service lives of various vehicle types within

the Navy's fleet. The result of such an application would

he an updating oi the age criterion used to signal the time

for a vehicle's replacement.

That, of course, was the objective of the empirical

studies discussed in an earlier chapter. In order for

service lives to be redetermined, the steps followed in

several cf those studies would be retraced using current

cost data. in general, the procedure would be as follows:

. Cost data fcr the required model inputs, ior

whichever vehicle tyle is being considered, would have to be

collected centrally. A sufficiently wide sampling would be

required to prevent any bias due to regional influences from

being introduced.

* 'he data would be combined to determine the mean

periodic costs of that vehicle type Navy wide. Particular

attention in this regard would be necessary to accurately

portray cperating and maintenance costs for older vehicles.
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It is widely held that operation costs will continue to

increasc under normal conditions and signal a definite

replacement point. Three reasons are given to expl-ain why4

some DOD data (the previously cited DARCOM study, for

example) have occasicnally indicated otherwise: (1) as a

vehicle sets older and more costly to operate, it is

freuently relegated to a lower-use assignment where it will

have fewer opportunities to accumulate costs; (2) one-time

repair limits artificially hold down repair costs for cider

vehicles and (3) required maintenance as a vehicle

approaches its replacement age is simply deferred irdefi-

nitell. One GAO re;crt cited the results when one service,

faced with extreme limitations on vehicle procurement

funding, liberally waived the one-time repair limits.

Maintenance and repair costs rose dramatically, in some

cases exceeding the 1rice of a new vehicle.

She possibility of other than a continually rising trend

would therefore appear to result from replacement policies

rather tlan the true economics of the replacement questicn.

The effects of these policies should be exorcised before the

input of operation costs into the model if the correct deci-

sions are to be derived therefrom. The DARCOM study accom-

plished for this by determining a regression equation using

the cost data from earlier years which defined operation

costs as a function of time. By using this equation, a

continually rising trend was extended through the later

years which was believed to represent the form costs would

take if not constrained by external policies. This seems to

he a reasonable approach to the problem, and would appear to

he a way in which "mean" values for Navy operation ccst data

could le determined fcr use with the model. A similar tech-

nique would be necessary to accurately reflect dcwntime,

which would also be influenced by management policies (for

instance, an older vehicle in a low-use assignment woul~l
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have less chance to "go down" than if subjected tc norzal

use).

0 Cnce fleet-wide mean costs have been determined,

revised cptimal service lives could be determined for Navy

vehicles which would be based on more current ccst

experiences.

The use of mean costs to determine replacemeit ages dces

have a drawback. Although it will result in the determina-
tion of a fleet wide average service life for a particular

vesicle type, management of individual vehicles will not be

optimized by adherence to this average life with nc regard
for unigue conditions. Navy wide cost experiences are

influenced ty wide ranges cf geographic and climatic Er.vi-

ronments, local wage conditions and maintenance procedurEs,

and mission requirements. Inherent differences betueen two

separate vehicles alsc influence costs significantly. UsE

of a fleet-wide average life to replace individual vehicles

will result in some leing replaced prior to their oitizal

lives, and some later.

In San Francisco, Califcrnia, for example, vehicles art

subjected to a coastal environment; hilly terrain; anC

heavy, stol and go traffic. Wage rates for the area are

extremely high relative to many parts of the ccurtry.

Obviously the costs of a vehicle's operation in San

Francisco should have no influence on individual vehicle

replacement decisions at an activity located in a more rural

setting, where vehicles operate on flat roads and in less

intense traffic, and wage rates for maintenance mcchanics

may be much lower.

It must be conceded, however, that mean value targets Jo

have their place. 7he Navy centrally manages the procure-
ment of all CESE assets. In Fiscal Year 83, the Navy's

budget submission for automotive vehicles amounted to scme

25 millicn for 1,82C various equipment items. The Z0'
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budgeting system is such that it reuired estimates for this

submissicn to begin years earlier.

When considering the reGuirement to forecast and rrcgraz

vehicle replacements on a scale of this magnitude, it

becomes apparent that practicality forces the use of mean

values tc introduce manageability into the system. ;ithir

this ccntext, the replacement model may be used to deter-

mine, basEd on the economics existing in the recent past,

the average number of vehicles in the fleet which will meach

their optimal service lives at various times in the future.

With this informaticn, programmers may become bette-

equil;ed for forecasting procurement numbers for upccr.in .

years.

E. IEDIVIDUAL VEHICI REPLACEMENTS

Ihe application to which the model seems most adaptable

and in which it is believed to offer the most tangible

benefits, though, is at the field level; in the hands of the

activity transportaticn manager. Regardless of the policies

established and acticns taken at NAVFACENGCOM and cther

headquarters levels, it is his actions which will ultimatel

determine the success of the Navy in managing its transpcr-

tation assets, meeting mission requirements while optimizing

the economics of vehicle ownership and operation. oean

valaes for Navy-wide cost data used to determine ficet

service lives are, in the final analysis, very much a func-

tion cf how well each individual asset has been managed.

The model's value as an activitl-level manager's tool

would not merely be restricted to aiding replacement deci-

sions. Since it structures in a comprehensiLle form the

results cf all actions which influence the costs of oNi.incg

and operating a vehicle (or group of vehicles), it reflects

the effects of all management policies. As much value as it
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may have in making chcices in the present or in foreca

the future, more may be found in its ability to shc

real eccnomic outcome of the past. By having at

disposal a means to view the -roduct of past policies,

managers can be better e uipped to know how to direct

cies of the future.

For an example, return to the problem cited i

earlier chapter of hcw to manage security vehicles, usa

which far exceeds that of vehicles in most assignments.

DOD mileage criterion (72,000 for sedans and light tz

may he exceeded withir just a few years, yet activitit

frequently faced with sponsors who rely mostly on tt
criterion (six years) to signal replacement eligibility

a result, activities must retain vehicles throughout

full chicnological lives as determined by the age critE

even tkough the vehicle may be driven many more miles

the mileage criterion reguires. The question then ai

would it be more cost effective to place a new vehic

the high mileage assignment initially then later, wI

may be mcre prone to require maintenance actions, re]

it to a lower mileage assignment; or would it be

economical to follow an opposite course and irovide in

mileage assignments a vehicle which is older, but ir

condition? By being able, through use of the mcdel

examine the effects cf having followed different alt

tives in the past, better decisions regarding guesticn-E

as these can be made in the future.

The case for sug~esting, at this time, the use c

model as an activity-level tool is enhanced by a fortL

circumstance of timing. Appendix C describes Project

* the ccmputerized management system presently being i
mented for activity public works departments. Witt

transportation management software module, technology r

to electronically stcre and retrieve the cost data nece
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to effect the model's use in a dynamic setting -ill scor. Oe

put into place at many activities. The software necessary

to interface with the existing system and assemble thk data

in the form necessary for the model could possibility be

included as an extension to this initiative.

For the activity-level transportation manager, the zodel

could prcvide the following benefits.

T he results of all management actions which affect

costs could Le structured in an understandable and ccmpa-

rable form.

* Optimal service lives could be forecasted for the

future, at least as accurately as cost estimates will allcw,

and could he determined in retrospect to see if proper deci-

sions have teen made in the past.

* Expense targets for upcoming periods could he caica-

lated. Management's assessments of the possibility of

meeting a target, expressed as a range above and below,

would he shown as an economic consequence.

* Cost trade-offs between continued retention of cider

vehicles and procurement of new ones could be demorstrated

to the TEMC's.
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VII. SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

A. SUMMARY

In Chapter I of this thesis, the requirement fcr an

alternative to the currently-specified DOD vehicle replace-

ment criteria was identified. Chapter II discussed the

origin of these 20+ year old criteria, and looked brie.ly at

the development of equipment replacement theory. This

chapter also highlighted several empirical studies that

question the validity of the DOD criteria.

In Chapter III, the results of those studies were used

to estatlish a case against the application of any criteria

which remain unchanged, regardless of changes which may

cccur over time in the economics of the replacement deci-

sion. A case was also made against applying identical

criteria service wide, with no accounting for variaticns

between the services. An econcmic model was then identified

and propcsed as a means to structure the replacement deci-

sion in dynamic practical applications.

Chapter IV examined uses for the model proposed in

theory, and uses to which it has actually been placed in

practical aiplications. Chapter V described the input data

which would be required for the model to be used to guide

Navy vehicle replacement decisions, and the current avail-

ability cf that data.

In Chapter VI, the model was suggested as an aid for
vehicle replacement programming due to its ability to deter-

mine optimal replacement cycles. Also suggested, in

conjunction with the Project BEST computerized transpcrta-

tion zana iment system, was its use as a tool to assist
activity vehicle fleet managers in achieving the cost effec-

tive maragement of individual vehicles.
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E. CCNCIUSIONS AND BICOMMENDATIONS

This thesis has nct concluded that replacement decisions

based cn age are inappropriate in and of therselves.

Indeed, it has Fropcsed a model for structuring replaceiient

decisions based cn tie effects of various expenses a vehicle

will incur as it ages. What it has concluded is that incor-

rect decisions will result from the application of age

criteria which give nc account to the changing economics of

the replacement decision, or which do not account for all

influencing costs. The proposed model was selected because

it was theoretically sound, yet simile enough to lend itsel-I

to both fleet wide replacement programnming and the manage-

ment of individual vehicles. Applied in a dynamic setting,

it will result in criteria which will change as appropriate

to the ever-evolving economics of the replacement ,3uestion.

This thesis also presents the opinion that a method of

managing tie replacement of individual vehicles at th

activity level, which the model facilitates, promises to

-rovide a more cost effective basis on which to make

replacement decisions. Once activities are given the capa-

bility tc structure vehicle cost data in a way which facili-

tates examination and comparison, information regarding the

economic conseguences of management decisions and Folicies

will be available. Presentation of that information to

EMC's and cognizant CPNAV sponsors will help convey to tUei

the eccnczic impact of replacement ver',s retention

decisicns.

The current stuibling block to immediate implementation

of this prccess is the format of taie avaiiaLle cost data.

An essential key to the successful use of this model is the

accurate recording cf cost data on an individual vehicle

basis for each year cf life. Because it may not be possitle

for activities to recover past costs for input into the
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model, use of the ncdel may hold more promise for struc-
turing the replacement decisions of the future than~ for
those of the present. The integration of the replaCE~uent
model with the electronic record keeping capabilities of

* Project EEST promises to provide a viable means by which the(,
* model may be implemented.
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AP LI sD.IX !

PUBLIC TICHROLOGY, IRCORPORATED VEHICLE REPLACEMENT PACKAGE

Introduction

The purchase of a new municipal vehicle by a department is a highly visible

expenditure usually involving a budgetary appropriation by the city council. The

department's expenditures to operate and maintain its existing vehicle fleet are

less visible, if not invisible, being part of its day-to-day operating expenses.

A council that seeks value for its money should regard both kinds of expenditures

as equally important for both contribute to the total cost of the vehicle fleet.

Action to reduce one kind of ex'penditure, often leads to an increase in the other.

Deferring a purchase for too long can lead to increases in operating and mainte-

nance costs just as attempts to reduce these costs by premature purchases can

lead to high procurement costs.

What is needed is an accurate and easily understood method for indicating

when a vehicle should be replaced. This method will show, on a regular basis,

whether replacement or retention is recommended, what cost penalties the city

will incur if it retains a vehicle that ought to be replaced or replaces a vehicle that

ought to have been retained. The first of the above requirements allows the line

official, say the Director of Public Works, to make a concrete recommendation.

The second allows the council to decide whether it can justify a capital expenditure

in the current budget.

What is the Problem?

Each year at budget time, vehicle fleet managers review their need for new

vehicles and find they must decide, for each of their vehicles, whether to:

0 buy a new vehicle of similar capability to replace it, or to

0 make do with the old vehicle for another year.
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To come to a reasoned decision an administrator must have a means of comparing
the cost he will incur by keeping the vehicle another year to the cost of buying

a new vehicle and operating it for the same period of time. His basic comparison

is between two future costs. He wants to take the course of action that will

minimize his future costs. The vehicle replacement model will help him

determine his course of action.

Vehicle replacement decisions are based on a shift in vehicle-ow-nership

costs with the passage of time. In the early years of ownership, these costs

are dominated by the declining resale value of the vehicle. In later years, this

decline levels off and is obscured by rising operating and maintenance costs.

What is a Vehicle Replacement Model?

It is a systematic method for:

. Recording relevant past costs due to operation, maintenance and decline

in market value of vehicles

0 Estimating typical costs of keeping and of replacing each vehicle

* Comparing vehicle performance against norms to detect exceptions.

What Does the Model Do?

0 . It uses vehicle information grouped in functional vehicle classes

* It summarizes past costs into patterns to give economic lifetimes

for each class of vehicle

* For a specified vehicle, it calculates

so its anticipated economic lifetime compared to that of the average
vehicle in its class

so its maximum repair limit-- the amount of money it is worth
spending on a one-time repair when the resale value of the
unrepaired vehicle is known

A It provides the decision-maker with information needed to set and

administer policies.
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" It will not make the final decision of keep vs. replace.

" It will only measure and indicate; it will not interpret measurements

and take action.

A model iz a diagnostic tool. It is not bound by the constraints that bind the

administration. For this reason, a model's recommendations should be subjected

to the manager's interpretation and judgment. For example, a model will often

indicate to a manager that it would cost the city an additional sum of money to

keep a vehicle rather than replace it. It would be up to the manager to decide

whether this sum is large enough to justify an appropriation request for replacement.

How Does the Model Work?

The PTI Vehicle Replacement Package consists of five computer programs and

associated documentation: (1) a curve-fitting program, (2) an economic-lifetime

program, (3) an expense-trend iomparison program, (4) a repair-limits program,

and (5) a depreciation curve estimation program.

• The curve-fitting program (CURVEFIT) combines cost data on similar

equipment to determine patterns in operating and maintenance expense.
These patterns are updated periodically with the most current figures

.. available.

The economic lifetimes program (LIFETIME) combines expense patterns
with effective cost due to loss in resale value (depreciation), to deter-
mine the point in the equipraent life cycle where rising operation costs
overshadow the loss in value. This length of life is recommended as
a replacement policy, since it gives a minimum average cost per period
(MACP), usually expressed as minimum average annual cost. A shorter
life cycle costs more on the average due to replacement purchase costs,
whereas a longer cycle costs more due to rising maintenance cost.

* The trends comparison program (TRENDS) identifies upcoming replace-
ments and those vehicles which are costing appreciably more or less
than the average.
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* The repair limits program IREPAIRLM) produces tables of economic

repair limits giving rules of thumb for repair vs. replace decisions.

A very real dilemma arises when an older vehicle comes up for an

unexpected repair. Does its limited remaining life justify the cost of

the repair, or is the city better off getting rid of the unrepaired vehicle

and buying a new one? If an upcoming repair will cost more than the

corresponding limit value, a city is better off selling the vehicle in its

unrepaired condition.

* The depreciation curve program DPRCURVE) shows the patterns of
declining resale values indicated by actual experience. These patterns,
again by vehicle type, are used to establish the net cost due to lost

value for each possible replacement cycle in the LIFETIME Program.

What do these Reports Look Like?

The following figures show sample outputs for a single class of vehicles.

The data represents actual values for a medium-sized eastern city, for a group

of seven vehicles in similar use.
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ECOICHIC VEHICLE ISSIGNMENT/REPLACEMENT MODEL

Mr. E. G. Mattimace (Management Engineering Branch Head,

Public Works Center Industrial Nanagement Division,

NAVFACENGCOM DET San Diego, California) has developed an

economic based model intended to assist transportation

managers in minimizing the costs of operating their vehicle

fleets. This model clearly illustrates the need to examine

the costs incurred by individual vehicles in order to make

cost effective assignment or replacement decisions.

The following simplifying assumptions were incorporated

in the model's development:

* Operating costs (fuel) of new vehicle egual the

Cperating costs of old vehicle

a Maintenance costs are much more dependent on a vehi-

cle's rileage than ase

* A simile straight line formula is required to deter-

mine target maintenance costs per mile

Historical maintenance data were obtained Zrom a joint

Office of Management and Budget/General Services

Administration (OMB/GSA) study of GSA sedans [Ref. 32].

These data were utilized to derive a basic formula for

target maintenance costs per mile (CPM). This formula,

illustrated by Figure B.1, accounts for both the eflects of

the mileage incurred for the year of service as well as the

vehicle's total accumulated mileage.

The foraula provides a reasonable prediction of mainte-

nance costs per mile when compared to the historical ccmju-

tations as shown by Figure B.2 This information can be usel

to illustrate the effect that an activity's vehicle assi-n-

ment policy can have cn expected maintenance costs.
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I Starting Mi. + Ending Mi. -1 - I
2 1,000,000

Figure B.1 Maintenance CPM for Sedans.

Service Ave Annual Ave Accum GSA Maint From I
Year Mi/Vehicle Mi/Vehicle Cost/i Formula Iji I

1 14,927 14,927 .0101 .0075

2 14,720 29,647 .0228 .0223

3 13,966 43,613 .0372 .036

4 11,481 55,094 .0449 .0494 I

5 9,189 64,283 .0464 .0597

6 8,825 73,108 .0456 .0687

Average 12,185 .0322 .0366

Figure B.2 Historical vs. Derived Maintenance CPM.

Consider a situation where a manager has a fleet of two

vehicles, cne with an accumulated mileaje of 10,000 miles,

and the cther with an accumulated mileage of 103,000 miles.

The vanager has reguirements to assign the vehicles to

different users who historically have put respectively 2,C00

and 30,000 tiles on their vehicles dnnualiy. If the manager

were to tudget his maintenance costs for the year based u~on

the averages shown ir Figure B.3, the expected cost would be

$ 2,016. However, as shown by Figure B.4, by considering

the vehicles and the individual combinations of their Fcten-

tial assignments tke predicted total maintenance costs
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I VEHICLES ASSIGNMENTS
1. Accum Miles 10,000 1. 2,000 miles
2. Accum miles 100,000 2. 30,000 miles

Averages: 55,000 16,000

Target Cli - 55,000 + 71,000 1 .063
2 1,300,000

.063 x 16,000 mi = S 1,008/vehicle x 2 =S 2,016 Total

Figure B.3 Expected Maintenance Costs Using Averages.

drastically change fica a minimum of S 902 to a maximum of r

3,472. The application of assigning the lowest cost jer

mile vehicle to tke highest mileage user to ainimize

expected maintenance costs can be further taken to the

larger fleet application and utilized in the decision-making

process for vehicle replacemeuts.

SIAET MI END BI TARGET CPM XII/YR COST

10.000 40,000 .025 30,000 $ 750
100,000 102,000 .101 ,000 202 1

Total = S 902

START MI END MI TARGET CPM MI/YR COST

100,000 130,000 .115 30,000 $ 3,450
10,000 12,000 .011 2,000 22

Total = $ 3,472

Figure B.4 ebicle Assignment Has An Effect.
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In order to utilize the model for replacement decisions,

the total ccst of the new vehicle must be compared with that

- of the old vehicle. Consideration of the capital costs of
each vehicle must now be utilized as part of the aLalysis.

This mcdel assutes straight line depreciation on the tasis

* - of the current DOD six year age criteria for sedans. Figure

B.5 illustrates that as vehicles with the highest mainte-

nance cost per mile are replaced with new vehicles, the

total expected maintenance costs for the fleet continue to

decline. However, the effects of the capital costs on the

anticipated total cost for the year soon overcoxe the main-

tenance cost reductions. The point at which the c-tizuz
number cf replacement vehicles is attained is where the

total annual cost is the minimum. It should be noted that

Figure B.5 was develcred utilizing the lowest cost er mile

vehicles assigned to the highest mileage users, ard that
while the new vehicles were costed at the target cost ier

mile rates the old vehicles were costed at their current

cost per mile rates.

Previous illustrations utilized data from seda.-s.

MultiFlier factors bave been derived from historical data,

as shcwn by Figure B.6, to establish target maintenance

costs per mile for use of this model with other types of

transportation equipiert.
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ORIGI1L FL EN:
AvBUAL iAINT TO7Ai

USi YR MILIES Cru COST DEPR COST

94-89E65 73 2424 1.395 3,381 00 3,3a1
94-7229 71 2732 .347 948 00 948
94-87E31 71 2884 .236 681 00 681
94-94159 75 -232 .234 756 00 756
94-94191 75 10736 .176 1,890 30 1,690
94-09486 81 1C848 .018 195 1,345 1,540
94-87E30 71 11132 .003 33 00 33

7OTALS = $ 7,884 $ S,229
R E!ACIIG hOST EXP!NSIVE 20__ R.A.EVHC

ANNUAL, BANT TOTAL
USN YR MILIES CEP COST DEPR CCST

94-2729 71 2i24 .347 841 00 841
94-87831 71 2732 .236 645 00 645
94-S4159 75 2884 .234 675 00 675
94-.94191 75 3232 .176 569 30 569
94-0S486 81 10736 .018 193 1,345 1,3894-87E30 71 10848 .003 33 00 33

XX-XXXXX 11132 .008 89 1,012 1,101

TOTALS = $ 3,045 S 5,402

REPLACING TWO .OS7 EXPENSIVE TO OPERATE VHICLES:

ANqNUAL MAINT TOTAL
SIN YR MILES CrlI COST DEPR COST

94-87831 71 2424 .236 572 00 572
94-94159 75 2732 .234 639 30 639
94-94191 75 2884 .176 508 00 508
94-09486 81 3232 .018 58 1,345 1,403
94-87830 71 10736 .003 32 00 32
XX-xxxxx ** 1C848 .008 87 1,012 1 099
XX-]XXXX ** 11132 .008 89 1,012 1:131

7OTALS = $ 1,985 $ 5,354

IA..G THREE MOST EXPSVE TO OPERATE VEHICLES:

ANNUAL MAINT TOTAL
USN YR MILES CPu COST DEPR COST 1

94-94159 75 2424 .234 567 00 567
94-94191 75 2732 .176 481 00 481
94-09486 81 2884 .018 52 1,345 1,397
94-87E30 71 3232 .003 10 00 10
XX-X(XXX ** 10736 .008 86 1,012 1,098
XX-XI]XX ** 10848 .008 87 1,012 1,099
XX-XXXXX ** 11132 .008 89 1,012 1,101

7OTALS = $ 1,372 S 5,753

Figure B.5 Vehicle Replacement Application.
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I HISTORICAL

GSA NAVY ZULTI i.I_

Sedan/Station Wagcm 1.0 1.0 1.0

Buses 1.9 2.76 2.5

Ur to 1 1on 1.5 1.25 1.5

t-1/2 to 5 Ton 3.3 2.0 2.5
5 Icn 8 Cver 3.5 4.1 4.0

Figure B.6 multi~liers For maintenance Cost Per Mile.

i.-.
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PROJECT BEST

BEST is the name of an ongoing NAVFACZNGCOM s cnsored

project to provide a computerized management system tor

Public Works Departzents. The system is intended to be

comprised of four basic software packages, or modules, which

are presently in various stages of development and igple1en-

taticn, and is designed to assist medium-sized and larger

activities in the Housing, Maintenance and Utilities,

Planning and Estimatirg, and Transportation areas. 'Ahile 81

activities are currently prcgrammed to receive at least scae

of the mcdules, only 50 locations are planned to receive the

Transportation module. Criteria for receiving this ucdule

are a miium population of 300 pieces of equipment ard an

activity's willingness to fund its installation.

The prototype transportation module undergoing testing

at the Naval Air Station, Miramar, California was exaMiLed

as part of the research for this thesis to learn more about

its ictential for future use with the proposed vehicle

replacement model [Ref. 33].

The aodule includes the following four segments:

- Administration: Contains the activity's eguipment

inventcry and pertinent statistics, such as vehicle USN

number, ECC, year, make, model, procurement contract number,

delivery date, purchase cost, etc.

. Operations: Provides controls for dispatching of

vehicles and vehicle assignments.

.* * Maintenance: Provides controls for generating SFO's,

assigning and tracking work, monitorin5 downtime, tracKing

direct labor and material costs, and monitoring vehicle

maintenance and repair history.
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. Fuel System: Interacts with the Fuel Automated Data

System (FADS) to be installed at each activity to iniut

daily fuel transacticns and monitor fuel consumption.

The repcrts which can be generated by this module can be

stratified to individual USN numbers and have the atility to

display maintenance and repair costs for the life-to-date of

the vehicle, the previous fiscal year, the current fiscal

year-to-date, the past six month period, the curLent mcnth,

and for each of the jast 13 months. Although there is much

flexibility in the system's ability to sort and display the

information, the ability to retain a vehicle's mainterance

and repair costs for each year of age does not exist past

the previous fiscal year. As with the Public Works Center

ransportation Management System, retention of that data

would be accomplished through generation of ycar end relorts

in hard copy form cr through the implementation of addi-

tional steps to provide a means of electronic storage and

retrieval.
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